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ALBUOUEROUE HERALD
TO HAVE OWN HOME

COLORADO

thnt. it wnnM hp in.
galled as soon as the new Herald
building; was completed.
Thus we note the progress of a
newspaper that is keeping up with
the demand of the times keeping up
with the city in which it is publshed,
and the territory which it serves.

nnECK. N. S, AuB,4.-Baddeck truagea 10 w;e
mountain this
Ule??L
of Beinn Ehreagn
and stood in reverence at
body of Dr. Alexander
w
S.k.m Bell was laid tenaeny
which he
life of 75 years -- in
J,1
ft
l.nhone and
he

nvttoine

Dr. Ed Brentari

nnrf

from rock, THE LAWRENCE STORES
down on .11 of eastern
BEING REMODELED
S5.
and the beautiful Bras
stood the watch tewer
The F. S. Lawrence
Department
SSwarV apobythe inventor. Below
are
remodeling,
Jukt woodland and the serene and sales will undergoing
be discontinued during
'on whose waters Dr. Bell
Tta- tin limd nf unrlr nn tho rfrima
with speed boats and fast sides the Cory Dry Goods room, the
old McClenathan room will be added,
every shop and store and in addition, the rear of the State
dosed and each home had sent its Bank will be added, making a great
ZctdmU to the mountain top. No store room, or rooms, for the new
JTCm left in the laboratories and business. Mr. Lawrence stated that
Dr. Bell and his
as the workmen have
Miops where
summer just as soon
Winers busied themselves in
finished, he will announce to the pubtinie Every one had pone to give lic,
inviting all to visit Gallup's big
at the burial of the venerable department Btores.
JeSentist from another land whom all
o
the natives loved.
at
DOG TAXES
COLLECTING
services
short
were
there
.. first
hnmostiMiil.
attended only. v:nu ..w...
U1B niliaiut
j
close to
The city clerk has been busy all
bT those who had been very
- nlniT When (IlKf week collecting
l
dog taxes. Many lives
Dr. Ben ati
".
ere ended, bronzed workmen on the if u'irihl(t enrs will hp saved hv
lift.H to their shoulders the tuxes, and many valuable dogs will be
casket which had been built m Dr. put on a par witn tne wortniess ry
Bell's workshops out of rugged pine simply having a tax tag on. It is the
tVnnlp wnn vnlup their
tnd carried it to his coach, which led nnUr vuuv
the cortege up to the very highest tip dogs had' better get busy and pay the
taxes.
of the mountain.

wiTmb, blasted

and little daughBillie left Thursday afternoon to
visit Mrs. Humphrey's father in
Mrs. Humphreys

ter

Kan-pa-

&
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frame silhouettthe
ed against the twilight sky, stood
McKin-no- o
Tillage parson, the Rev. John
of the Greenwood Presbyterian
church of Baddeck, Clustered about
kirn down the slopes of the mountain
were the Nova Scotians and a few
who had come from the United States
for the burial, one of them Dr. Bell's
a resident of Washingtsix-fo- ot

RED CROSS

s.

Miss Maxine Feather writes that
she is having a wonderful time back
in Texas.

REPORJ

Friilnv niirht th TipH PTnR
U. S.
held their monthly meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown are
vniars, regional airector oi me leaving for Albuquerque and Belen.
American Red Cross, was present and They will make the trip overland.
gave a splendid talk to the executive
committee. Several important matters
The Candy Shop is holding some
were taken up, among them the se- .1.. ,.t
1.
..
it" i Hi 'II
..A,, uA
'i I'J i n,
vai iinfi,bvii no i uijt
Junior Red Croes Bupenntendent.
ten
to
the
KiVtn
people
away
I nlirtnOV
na tf OTI
arvnxia
'L1e
nearest to the weight of the large
TrnMs Tiiirsp for the cmintv. was nres slab of
candy in the window. The
tint nnd crnvp hpr rennrt fnr thp nnnr- - correct
and
weight was twenty-seve- n
one.
excellent
most
was
which
a
ter,
pounds. This week there is
She had made dYti visits, which in- a
winlarge brick of ice cream in the
cluded the following: nursing visits, dow to be guessed at.
nrtpul hprkwip rjire. H.' r nrenutal vis- its. 2S; infant we! are visi s, 5S quar- Haas left fur Albu- antine 1.!; v,s,tS to nohools , 2 ; home
H
night. Mr. Haas
Saturday
to
children
school
viMts
business for Kahn's store.
.M.j
v
in- had
she
that
Courtney reported
spected 544 pupils in the classroom;!
Miss Beulah Macher is spending a
had given three talks; attended two?
weeks with Mr. and Mm. Hen
few
other
four
and
committee meeting"
of Thortau.
8'10
miles
Harvey
had
and
traveled
meetings;
out of the city in trips to Guam, Tho-- 1
Mrs. Margaret E.tes and Master
rcau, Ft. Wingate, McGaffeys, Page,
Coal F.asin, Allison, Mentmore, Rich- Reggie Webb have returned from Los
ard's Mine and Cousins.
Angeles where they visited with MaMINES
Plans are being perfected for a Red ster Reggie's mother.
Indian
Cross tent at the
TO REOPEN
Ceremonial to take caie of emergency
Victor E. Spencer, formerly of the
needs; and for the annual roll Call Santa Fe ticket office, was through
which will begin November eleventh. Gallup Tuesday on his way to CalMARION, 111., Aug. 9. Hopeful
L, A. STARK, Secretary. ifornia.
of
conference
operators
that today's
would
effect
Cleveland
and miners at
Mrs. F. S. Moore left Sriday for
a settlement of the coal strike, a num-b- r
San Diego where she will visit her
of coal operators in southern IlliGEORGE
nois today began setting their collierdaughter, Mrs. Hurley L. Arnett.
ies in order to begin resumption of
coal production.
E. A. Abney, post office inspector,
NAMED COMMISSIONER
was here during the week.
T.nct

J

T

gut-ssin-

one-ha-

lf

"

ILLINOIS

Inter-Trib-

sister-in-la-

on.
Friends of the inventor recited one
Longfellow's Psalm
of his favorites
of Life, then the Nineteenth psalm,
and finally, the first stanza of the
requiem of Robert Louis Stevenson.
Then, as the day departed and the
night came on, the body was entombed in the rock.
For one moment during the service
in the
all the 13,000,000 telephone:
United States and Canada were silent.
A homely tweed nd corduroy suit,
imilar .0 that wh:fi he had worn in
his worship, on th.i hill, was the inIn the lapel nf the
ventor's shroud.
coat was pinnJ the ritron cf the
u
Ugion of Honor, one of his most
possessions.
The casket boie only one floial
ef firing that sent dv ihe employes if
the American Telephone
company.
The others were used to blanret the

al

CURRY

WILSON'S
CANDIDATE BEATEN

WASHINGTON, Aug. 9. George
Misses Nina Bnd Myrtle McCamant
MexCurry, former governor of New
returned to their home in Thoreau on
ico, was appointed today by FvesMent
to be American commissiotif r Monday.
Senator Jmes A. Reed of Missouri HardingUnited
o
interns
on
the
Democratic
opponwon out over his
C. B. Cline spent
Saturday and
commission.
ent, Breckenridge Long, in the United tional boundary
in Winslow.
Sunday
Misin
race
States senatorial primary
souri. In 2,351 out of 3,848 precincts
was
The dance at Ft. Wingate
in the state, Keed led his opponent by
a success in every wav. The
quite
vote
was;
total
12,450 votes. The
hall was crowded with people from
Reed, 141,7(52; Long, 12S,312.
all parts of the compass, so to speak.
was
supported
Ilreckenridge Long
Miss Hose Kuhn is at home from
enthe
Reed
in his race against
by
w
t ,Va firm nf Los Angeles where she has been vis- I.,.
ii
Woodrow
dorsement of
& Sawyer is aide to tie; jnrg with airs. L. ft.. He.ier.
Wilson.
back on duty at the uiy Meat iuarMrs. Joe Pintarelli is a patient at
Mr. Hendershott cut nis nami
ket.
tomb.
St. Mary's hospital.
rather seriously several weeks ago.
The last of the mourners to leave HAUL OF BOOTLEGGERS
the grave was blind Ilsctir McNeill,
BY PROHI
Miss Theresa McQuade is bark from
The Manhattan Cafe, ever appreciwho worked with the invent ir for
of
of their patronage, has had put Denver wheic she spent a vacation
ative
more than thirty years.
offi
enforcement
State prohibition
"
new
a
tioor
down
covering
a
few
this
vicinity
cers were busy in
nriHinc much to the neat
days last week, ana wnn L.oiai en appearance of the cafe.
The first part of the week, Mrs.
NAME FULL
forcement Ullicer nenry hicuchuuh.,
Jones was in from her ranch
Malison
names
the
made several hauls. Among
A large delegation from Gallup is near Zuni. She was in town shopping.
Jonn
Joe
Moretto,
reported were:
at Holbrook on August 24
IN TEXAS
Kolsifk, r rank Jiavan, rrann .uau-yum- expected
Mrs. E. E. Mercer and little daughto attend the good roads meeting.
Sansal.
Bert
Raymond Taylor,
Iiettina will leave soon for Denver.
ter
named
hoenro
The
Knrrlino.
last
FORT WORTH, Texas, Aug. 9.
MtTermott and baby They will visit Mrs. Mercer's sister,
Mrs
Henry
He
was
Colo.
Condemnation
be
of the Ku Klux Klan came in from Dutango,
have returned from their visit with Mrs. A .E. Jones, and expect to
was expressed in the platform unani- in a car, hut saved his car iy carryin Albuquerque.
for a month.
friends
away
the
from
shoulder
his
mously adopted by the Texas Republ- ing the booze on
ican convention at its closing session car just before the officers caught
Misses Mary Myrick and Kate
P. V. Luck, traveling accountant
here this morning.
The convention him. We understand that all made Sandherr returned Tuesday from
the Coast Lines, was here this
for
for the first time in its history, it was bonds.
mc
on a ranch near Raman,
week.
said, voted to place a full ticket in
girls had a good time andacquued
the field to oppose Democratic nomiWILLMUNDER SHOWER
We are glad to report that F. L.
very becoming "coats of tan."
nees in the November election.
who was stricken with paralyMoore,
E. P. Wilmont of Travis county was
a
informal evening was
Mr Houck of Farmington brought sis about nine years ago, is greatly
nominated for United States scnutor
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. in a load of fresh produce from his improved and is able to walk about
and W. A. Tatwell of Dallas for gov- spent
The occa- farm one day this week.
on Wednesday.
Neumann
the house.
ernor.
givsion was a miscellaneous shower AmIt,
to
say
Mrs.
and
indeed
sorry
are
very
We
Mesdames George Heathmar and F.
en by Mrs. Neumann
SOLDIERS TO RESTORE
Wurni are home from tne bcacnes
W.
brose in honor of Miss Hazel Wi laun- but we are very afraid that Judge
ml houte Kfccuto Harold
California.
of
ORDER AT JOLIET der, whose engagement
on his
Prcwitt of Baca, N. M., has been or Thursday he found a note
unthat had been lying there
, de'k
Mrs. S. F. Staiher from Crown
'CHICAGO, Aug. 7. Two hundred unmmneed.
course
a
decorated
a
for
Perhaps
was
artistically
year.
The home
and fifty Chicago guardsmen, en route
Point and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Harvey
. jm
...
nvelv opened
The
w
nau
science
inuti
in domestic
home from Clinton, 111., where they Wltn CUt Iiowein aim
from Thoreau were in Town Tuesday.
ot , (,d in the gtudy of law
have been held on strike duty for two irifts were presented to the guest
Weeks, have been ordered to proceed honor in a duskii, gunuuuvu
to Jolict, where two men were killed 10
After a jolly informal evening the
and the sheriff wounded in a rail
were served
strike riot this morning. Lieut. Col. daintiest of refreshments
Morris,
Nelson Morris, the packer, is com- to Mesclanies Maple, Barney,
Voolman, M'ksch,
(iuy,
Stehle,
the
manding
troops.
Wettenhall,
rayne,
Cary,
Evans, Dietzman,
Adams, Rodgers,
, Rioting Starts at Railway Shops.
Willmunder, Ambrose and Neumann;
JOLIET, 111., Aug.
Kraker t avan-augAgent Philip Reitz of the Elgin, Jo- - Misses Reed, Sabin,
ivienne
Winders, Frances and
iet and Eastern railroad and an unknown striker are dead and Sheriff Evans und Miss Igleson.
James Newkirk is seriously wounded
as a result of riots which broke out
HOLLOMAN
uere tnis
morning at the railroad
yards.
According to available information
HERE MONDAY
the sheriff and deputies on thfl reg'i-U- r
will be n
morning round of the district
Judge Reed Holloman
found five hundred men congregated
conduct district
to
Monday
near the home of Fred Nelson, n shop-waGallup
cases to come before
who has been working during court for any
was
,. r.in-,
worn
tne
court,
uh u omnn
the strike. It is believed an attempt
to
to arrest several of the men in thd given this district he
docket
county
McKinley
the
front rows, who were reluctaiit to keep
leave, precipitated the outbreak.
A clean, and he is keep.nK
of it is
shot rang out which pierced Reitz's When cases are not disposed are not
the
attorneys
because
usually
teart, killing him instantly.
in
readv for trial, or that parties
not ready. And in such
matter? for delays tne judge endeavSTREET CAR STRIKE
not .put oti
ors to see that cases are
ENDED IN CHICAGO from time to time unless absolutely
necessary.
n
CHICAGO, Aug1. 7. Chicago car
riders greeted restoration of normal
FOR
NAME
ANOTHER
transportation with joy today after
SHOW
INDIAN
THE
I
six days'
mad a tour
erperience without cars on
in Japsa ths Prince of Wales
the surface and elevated lines. Car
rmt
k. viiitk
- .
The Gallup
..
a .... vkin imniiii univviHiji
writes
Brock
F.
who went out on strike last TuesHenry
a
reprentatlv.
as
suggest
Herald
day accepted a wage reduction of 10
Indian show
of Japan.
jents an hour and retained the 8 hour
Old Trails Memorial Pageant."
y and former working conditions.
States-Mexic-

LOCAL NEWS

ci.v-ete-

Hemk-rshot-

t
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Prince of Wales in Japan
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CLOSED DOWN

Mr. Geo. A. Byus,
Gallup.
Dear Sir: A word of commendation is due you for the constructive attitude you hold and advocate
thru your paper in regard to the
people's welfare along different
lines. No man nor group of men
can retain this attitude and not
succeed; and any man or group
of men who have it not, should not
be in a position where they are
'
moulders of public opinion.
The present affords as never before, evidences of tho two forces
at work in the minds of the people
and destructive.
constructive
Each of us represents the one or
the other of these forces to the
extent of whatever power we possess, and upon those who hold the
constructive attitude rests the responsibility of perpetuating the
best in our great country and in
combringing out the best in the
munity.
May you have the support such
an attitude oeserves.
Sincerely,
HENRY F. BROCK.

Jj

. npw

Kimrx eiTY.Auif. 9 The Armour
and Cudahy Packing plants here art
completely out of coaL The Armour
plant did not kill any stock yesterday
because of lack of power, officials
announced, ana ine iuaany puni u
In a serious condition.
Armour aon
nlunt nfftotali innniinMd thav
are starting to install oil burning sys

It,

tems.

KG

RESUME

IN ILLINOIS

HARRISBURG. 111., Aug. 9. Firea
have been started in every coal mine
in this section and mules are being
lowered into shafts today. Preparations are being made by practically all
.mnlnn in Willinmftnn MiimtV to Mof
sume mining and it is the belief
both miners and operators in wis region that the coal strike will be set
hours.
tled within forty-eight

IMPEACHMENT
DEMANDED

THE REX THEATRE
WEEKLY PROGRAM
Tl, Mjtu.Ulu nrnirnm for the RcX
Theatre for next week presents somemovie envenainverv interesting
ments. Commencing with Sunday, a
Paramount special, "Is Matrimony A
Failure?" This is a great picture
with an unusually interesting make-

TERRE HAUTE, Ind., Aug. 9.
Impeachment for Gov. Warren T.
MeCray, for his action in sending
was
troops into the coal field here
of strik- demanded by s mass meeting
t
t
ing miners ana union laoor men nere
kia ifinnuwn. fnllnwinir a demonstra
tion on the streets when more than
4,000 men staged a protest parade.

up. This picture will be repeated
Monday. Tuesday, the ever popular
Deuce of
Mnv in "The
re- -.
Spades," and this picture will be
comes
Thnrndav
u,'o,l,.ouiluj
..,.i
v
J
J'VBl'"
the big picture of the season, a Kex
lum to mev
Ingram production,
Right." This picture presents
srenerv. and the plot carries
many interesting angleB. It is pro
nounced by critics as a jop ixuicnei
in Moviedom." It cost such a pile of
money in its production that prices
of admission will be 25 and 60 cents,
in tact, in
yet it gives full value, admission
for
other cities, prices for
this picture are djuble.what thebe Re ,l
will charge. This picture will
KuturHHV will show
KVwInv
Walton in "The Trouper."
Glrfdvs
Gladys Walton never fails to please.
With each and every picture of drama
there will be
and comedy-dramnnrl hrwiV miTII'lliCS . Sllfh U
the Christie, Buster heaton, Torchy
comedy, weekly news icaiurcs, anu
the like.
..
-

a

1
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LATEST LEXINGTON
ACHIEVEMENT

CON N ERSV1LLE, Ind., Aug. 10.
Officials of the Lexington Motor comthe an
pany here have authorisedmodels
at
nouncement of series 23
"lower prices" with "higher quality."
Frank B. Ansted, factory president,
characterizes the announcement in
these words, "After fifteen years of
conscientious endeavor we unhesitat- l..fflu nMaant mil nrnerim for 1923
as an achievement second only to Um
famous Ansted engine."
Ten body types are included In the
list of series 23 models. They are as
roadster,
follows:
touring car,
$1695;
touring car,
$1696;
sport model,
$1795;
California top,
$2045;
California top,
$1995;
Royal coach,
$2095;
coupe,
$2145;
sedan, with two taxi
Rnrwinv. , (.hurlie t han- ......
Varlt
mil
!
VI HIV
jr..
ir.'.
billed.
are
li nand Jackie Coogan
brouj;ham" $2645.
themChaplin and Coogan speak for
x),ree f the above body types are
selves.
new additions to the Lexington
brand
.
endeavor
Rex
The managers of the
f j92;l. the roadster, the royal
.
1.
i.L.lin
ollt'nnluuu
l.
.......
lO DOUR imiV IJirrvm.10!
tlM ViiV f
tional and highly entertaining pic- lUltLli,
In the roadster, tne "sport moui-haliberal
continued
patron
tures. The
been followed. It is a snappy,
motor car with low
age for this tneatre approve tne eiforts of the management.
lines.
,.
.
racy
o
Great emphasis is laid on we royai
whicn tne laexory ciaims
MULLER Iroacn
coach build
e
ftew mark for
ing at a low price. The seating accommodations are ample for five peoANNOUNCES
ple of average site. A single wide
on each side gives easy access.
door
of
is
in
receipt
The Gallup Herald
are woraea out in
AH
Record
appointments
State
a telegram from the
.UnliH detail hut nnthinir has been
of
authorizing the announcement for
overdone for ostentation merely. The
Frederick Muller as a candidate
roval coach is olicrea as tne answer
Mr.
Lands,
Public
Commissioner of
to' the Tapidly increasing demand for
the
before
will
name
Mailer's
go
a closed car that can be bought for a
convention.
State Republican
modest outlay and maintained without
extra-,rhnnr-

!.

seven-passenger

seven-passeng-

wo;

-

....

1

v..

s

er

FREDERICK

high-grad-

extravagance.

REGAN UNIQUE

ivlv

5n

PACKING FLAIJIS

LETTER

Crown Point, N. M.,
Aug. 5, IM2.

Mrs. W. E. Clarke left Wednesday
for Albuquerque, where she will spend
a week with Mrs. Harry Slack.

mSk&

MR. BROCK'S

is now associated

with Dr. Cornell, dentist, in the
County Bank building.

DENVER. Colo.. Auc. 9. The Re- nublican state assembly, in a lone
afternoon session here today, desig
nated Benjamin Griffith, Denver attorney, and Lieutenant Governor Earl
Cooley of Trinidad as candidates for
the Republican gubernatorial nomina
tion in me neptemoer primary ana
adopted a platform endorsing the
present Republican administration,
both national and state.

te

nurrhsiRpH

the

Mrs. Longstreet and daughter and
Everett Dial of Farming ton were in
town this week.

G.O. P.

ENDORSE HARDING

Last Sunday's issue of the Albuquerque Herald announced that a new
faRt press had been
and

5UNSti
AH

There, his

NUMBER 51.
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EIGHT PAGES.

A HCT

Hon. Frank
Regan of Rockford,
I'.linois, former mmber of the Illinois
two adlegislature, who is to give
dresses in this city on Thursday,
Auguxt S 1st, in the First Methodiet
church, at 3 and 8 p. m., one address
in the afternoon and one in the evencampaign
ing, in connection with thewhich
is to
of the Flying Squadron,
spend three days here, is a unique
S.

orator.

Mr. Regan is a tax expert and carwho
toonist, a rapid crayon worker
with lightning speed draws pictures
to illustrate his points. While the subto be as dry
ject of taxes is supposed
as dust, it is saiu ne aeepn ins
keyed up svery minute of the
time and has them appiauaing
throughout his addresses.
No admission is cnargeu ior ui
.
..l.lri.svpn nf any of
the other speakers who make up tne
combination, tveryoooy is mviieu.
u"-enc-

n-c-

OHIO REPUBLICANS
ENDORSE HARDING

Ul

'

I'M,.......

"-

general design as the royal coach but
is more elegant in every lining, n
offers cozy accommodations to a party
,
i trunk hnilt Into the rear
of the body, offers unusual touring
facilities.
All series 23 models are equipped
with cord tires.

BLUEWATER NOTES
(Gallup Herald Special).

Beaver was in
County Fhyslcian
town last Friday and gav a street

lecture on the filth of flies and tht
disease.
danger of their spreading rock
hauled
H. J. Snyman is having
for the construction of a new resi- dence. He has also made his arrangeIs
..
..." roo nmin trrniind and
llivutn ' hie
furnishing free wood and free water,
The home or u. n.. r.minn wh
-

r.- -

burned to ashes Monday night The
son
place had been occupied by their
Tom and wife but at the time of the
fire the young folks had been away
for a week and it is a question as to
how it caught on fire.
e,
niaht tho home of S. Hi.
Harding burned to the ground. Thert.
was no one there and nothing was
saved. This is the fourth home burned
within the week, the otner two oeing
ranch houses out norvn oi nere.
Miss Delia Day has gone to Farmington on a visit.
Frank Allen has sold his registered
Herefords to Tom Allen. Mr. Allen
will take them to the river to feed
this winter as the grass is so poor
.

COLUMBUS. Ohio. Aug. 9. Candi
dates favoring wine and beer and
progressivism within the Republican
ueicai.
party went uown toelection
in Ohio
state-widprimary
e,

today.

The nine cornered race for the
nomination for governor in
which these issues were paramount,
marapparently was won by a largo
A. Thompson of CleveCarmi
by
gin
land who was strongly supported by

President Harding's administration
Melvin Jolly has the contract for
n
league.
and by the
furnishing the rock for the Thigpea
Uphold President
;
Oh o lime kiln.
Thompson,
In nominating
on the road to
to join Indiana, Pennsylvania 1 !1The bridge
failedT .......
.
Bln--a
a
mit.
Vlfr.. null, VTcr .V.
m eonairaeUfM
w tirnfrTMaiva
anui iuw .1in a. Ij.f n4
r"-- some
f
under
been
has
was
considered
tories. The outcome
compietea. aan ak
oi connoence in time u now
a
mm
Ohtoan. job and a credit to those
"larding,
an
himself
Mdent
Anti-saloo-

pt

....

-
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u::.a this congress has

BZr3 F0R
C
;
i'f--

Ttra
j

f

tW ,

to the farming communities at
the rate of $2,000,000 a day. The extension of credit by the war finance

THE COUNTRY

l

1

When tha agricultural industry
adminiatra.
ftfctoEapublicaa
Pwr ia March, 1921, bankrupt the business of all other

is
in-

aal liva atock Inter- - dustries must necessarily suffer. The
country vera in a moit inability of the farmers, who comthe population of the
erudition. In a great many pose
t
United States, to buy the products of
r . Jt af tha country they were
"LuUrrpt due to the unexpected and other industries, accounted in a very
. I warranted deziation or. weir creatu la rare measure for the 6,000,000 work- which bad been forced upon them by men who were forced into idleness
and the
the Democratic administration about daring the winter of 1920-2the time tha 1920 harresta began to early months of 1!)21.
The first essential step of the Re- -'
j
come into the market.
the critical condition, publican administration toward reTo
"live Block and grain product were storing normal conditions in the inworld was
Ar- dustrial and commercial
bring Imported from Canada, me ami
me revival oi ine Krcuuuiai minisgentine, Australia, New Zealand
otner countries, iree oi uuiy ww iu try.
An emergency tariff was enacted
Underwood tariff.
influx of agriculAgriculture is the basic industry of which stopped the
the nation. It represents 40 per cent tural products and live stock from
of the buy ins; power of the country. other countries.
It it tha largest consumer of steel and The war finance corporation act
iron products with the exception of was amended so that it might extend
' the
railaoads. It consumes 46 per cent credit to the agricultural and live
It is the stock interests, and a billion dollars
af tha lumber products.
largest buyer of motor vehicles. It was placed at its disposal for immeis tha largest barer of leather and diate loans to the farming Interests.
textile foods. It is the largest ship- Within a few weeks this machinery
was in operation and money was being
per of freight.
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Phonographs
Are Without Comparison.
The Highest Achievements in the Art of Musical

U4

Reproducing Instru-

ments Are Incorporated
in the EDISON. Prices
right, and many styles to
choose from.

EDISON AMBEROL
ARB THE PEER OF LOW PRICED PHONOGRAPHS"

W. WORM

Fo

Finest and Moat Complete Stock of Jewelry, Silverware, Jewelry
Gaols, DUaoada ia taa Sootaweat. Fiaa Watch Repairing and

Ta

encouraged
corporation immediately
banks and other financial institutions
extend
credit
to
The beneficial effects of these two
acts were immediately evident in advancing prices of farm products and
live stock. Farmers were supplied
with sufficient credit to tide them
over to the harvests of the present
year.
In addition to these two very important acts which undoubtedly saved
the agricultural sections of the country from actual bankruptcy and saved
the business of those sections from
ruin, the Republican congress enacted
other legislation of great assistance
to the farming communities.
The funds of the farm loan banks
were increased by an act of congre-- s
in the sum of $25,000,000.
Certain sections of the northwest
had suffered crop failure for a num-ber of successive years because of
drouth. Congress went to the aid of
these Sections with a loan enabling
them to buy seed for their c.'ujm of
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the only country on
100
earth whose credit was worthUnited
cents on the dollar was the
States of America. Its bonds were
the only national securities that could
be sold at par. Today, eight years
whose
later, the only country on earth
credit is worth 100 cents on the dollar
is the United States of America.
No need to look far for the reason
is the
for this. The United States not
deone country whose people have to
the
voted themselves to politics
exclusion of all other lines of human
Whatever it has done ,it
endeavor.
has avoided socialistic experiments
enthat tend to substitute "be it
acted" for downright hard work. foun-

loaned

' Cy JOHN T. ADAtS,
Cm R?ui2cca National CemmittM

'

1922.

June,

1914.

is based on the solid
dation of constructively employed

I

w

hu-

repa

man effort.
This country has had its politics, in
reat plenty, during the lust eightd
has
years, but through it allattention
to
to give its principal
You Back
Bay this Cgantlt and Salt Money
..
T.i.u also, the War
.L
rf..:
touched us rather lighter in one way
Your Feet
than it did the others, but we dull
To enjoy life you must bt
accumulate a dent or more man
o.
comfortable and no one can be
000,000,000 in addition to a mattercasn
1H22.
billions paid in actual
comfortable in a pair of
twenty-odn
Settlers upon government irrigation1
dollars, so that in the
shoes.
and in
and reclamation projects wih unable
matter of money the last eight years
to meet their payments hcuuie of crop
Send those old shoes to me
has been as expensive to the United
failures or because of the nuiltltn deand I will fix them up, and
country on earth.
States as to i any
...
has Anv
flation of prices. Tha Republican
make them look like new, and
r.i ne nioitti vu tin
vma, if
congress passed a law gxloini'ng the
is that success, either for a
they will retain ,all their old
moral,
meet
their ayrt.e.its
t'me for them to
or an individual, requires
style and comfo.-t- and make
nation
without loss of their rights on the INSTRUMENT TO TEST SOILS
walking a pleasure again.
application to some useful pur
steady
government projects.
wnen tne resi ul me wni
suit,
One of the most important laws
My shop is e(uippi d with the
to work as hard as it talks, it
most modern machinery, and
:
has
i
was that authorizing farmers to enter By Meant of Modern Apparatus It Is ready
nnanarit.v
that
.i.a
,
,i
will snare in k' f...wr..-,I'll do the job like the original
Possible to Obtain Most Valuable
into cooperative marketing organizacome to the United States Omaha
manufacturer would do it, and
Information.
tions through which they may pool
Bee.
their produce and market it in an
always at a reasonable price.
orderly manner, thereby stabilizing (Prapand br th 1'nllM Rtatn Department
of Agriculture.)
the market and assuring them a fair
ELECTRIC
SLOGAN
An Instrument for testing soils on A NOT HE II DEMOCRATIC
price for what they sell. From the
motto of the
the
is
abroad"
it
beeu
lias
to
"Buy
built
SHOE
are
SHOP
be
standpoint of both producer and co- which rouds
nsumer this piece of legislation is one devised by the bureau of public roads Democrats in congress, who opposea
of
A.
F.
MAZZA, Prop.
imposing
!of the most constructive that has ever of the United States Department of the Republican plan
imports. Caro,
been put on the fderal statute books. Agriculture. It consists of a metul protective tariff on
(Mich.) Tuscola Co. Advertiser.
enacted the
Congress
packer's disk resting on the soil and support-lastockyard act, which assures fair
be
cau
shut
Into
which
a cylinder
'treatment to all growers and handlen
In
of live stock. Although it was since poured. The upnratus Is held
a
of
menus
by
in
vertically
of
some
position
declared unconstitutional
its provisions, congress enacted a tripod, at the top of which is mounted
grain trading: act which attempted to a smull dial that tells to
eliminate gambling in grain products
of an Inch bow fur the disk
and opened all grain exchanges to sinks Into the soil a shot Is poured
membership by farmers' cooperative
Into the cylinder. By means of the
organizations.
Instrument It Is possible to got InThis was not class legislation. formation as to how
the soil will act
one-haconcerns
Whatever directly
In
wet
weather.
and
the population
indirectly affects
The kind of soil beneath a road surevery business and industry is naface has a great deal to do with how
tional and fundamental.
Industry and agriculture are recip- It will stand up under modern traffic,
rocal. One cannot prosper if the other and engineers look upon this as an tin"
Business and commerce portant consideration In determining
is bankrupt.
are dependent upon basic industries. the kind of roud to be built. This Is
FORTY-TW- O
STEPS FROM NORTH THIRD STREET
By restoring agriculture to a sound confirmed by a number of Instance
BRIDGE TO MY DOOR
condition and putting it on the way
rom
same
of the
to a return to normal prosperity the where two sections
'administration not only saved the ag-- I have been built In exactly the snmq
GALLUP, N. M.
ricultural interests but performed a manner and subjected to the sumn
PRICES FOR THE SHOE REPAIR WORK:
necessary service for the restoration traffic but on different types of soli.
ot normal prosperity in all business One section has lasted well while tha
MEN'S SHOE HALF SOLE NAILED OR SEWED$1.00
and industry.
other has broken up in a manner that
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I'll Put
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worn-dow-
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can only be explained by a lack of

Something like 45,000 stitches are supporting power of the soil beneath
required to make the ordinary suit of the road.
clothes.
The bureau has for some time been
Investigating this question along varl- -

35c
MEN'S RUBBER HEELS, THE PAIR
50c
WOMEN'S HALF SOLE, NAILED OR SEWED
WOMEN'S RUBBER HEELS 25c and 30c THE PAIR
TERMS; CASH TO ALL, NO DISCOUNT
WRITE FOR COMPLETE SHOE REPAIRING PRICE
LIST.
BRING ME YOUR SHOE REPAIR WORK OR SEND ME
YOUR SHOES BY PARCEL POST

J
IM-

GALLUP TRANSFER

-

A.

J. McMahon, Prop.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
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MOTOB CAW

Phone 42
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(Ohio) Road Befor
and After Given Needed Improve,

Norwalk-Aihlan-

'tmotmcmg

ment

A wholly At?K line of cars built on time-trie- d
Bukk principles but with improvements and
refinements 'which make their introduction

an event of nation-wid- e

interest.

Astonishing Values and Prices
SIX CYLINDER MODELS
1

23-6-- 4
23-6-4-

4

23-6-- 45
234-47-Seda-

23-423-6-4-

8
9

Tour. Sedan, 5 pass. $ 1 935
Roadster, 2 paaa. - 1 1 75
1195
Touring, 5 pass.
5 pass. 1985
1895
Coupe, 4 pasa.
Touring, 7 pass. . 1435
7 pass. -

-

2195

23-6-5-

4

23-6-5-

5

23-4-3-

4

23-4-3-

5

23-4-3-

6

23-4-3-

7

23-4-3-

8

Sport Road., 3 pass. $1625
Sport Tour., 4 pass. 1675
FOUR CYLINDER MODELS

Roadster, 2 pass.
Touring, 5 pass. .
.
Coupe, 3 pass.
Sedan, 5 pass. . .
Tour. Sedan, 5 pass.

865
885
1175
1395
1325

All Prices F. O. B. Flint, Michigan
,
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ONLY EXCLUSIVE SHOE HOUSE
IN GALLUP
Shoes for the Entire Family and First Clasi
Shoe Repairing

FILMS SHOW

Paris Shoe Store

ROAD

BUILDING

Scenes Depicting Actual Construction
of Various Types of Highways
Are Displayed.

Distinctive Models

14

ous lines both la the Held and In the
laboratory, studying the characteristics of different soils and experimenting with means to keep down the
moisture content ot the soil and thus
Increase Its bearing power. The latest
development has eea the new device.

A. C, Purchcum Plan which provulet for Deferred Payment

See These New Buick Cars Now at Our Showroom

BEDDOW BUICK CO.
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

CloRe-up- s
of the activities of the
bureau of public roads are contained
In two films released, "Hulldlng Bituminous roads," and "Mixed Asphalt
Pavements." The new Sluts show how
Uncle Sam, who has become the
world's greatest road builder through
rond act, makes use of
the federal-aibituminous materials In the construction of the Nation's highways.
"Building Bituminous Roads" deals
directly with the surfuce treated and
penetration macadam type of bituminous rouds.
em"Mixed Asphalt Pavements"
braces the construction of asphultlc
concrete and sheet asphalt roads, and
carries the audience from the paving
plunt, where the materials are mixed,
to the completed highway, opon for
traffic. Sivnes depleting the actual
construction of the various types of
roads were made under the direction
of skilled engineers of the bureau of
public roads, United States Department of Agriculture, and are ikniignud
to Instruct the layman as well us the
Ing pracengineer In modern
close-up-s
animated
Several
tices.
graphically depict the details of
d

road-buil-

Shop

JOSEPH ARTESI, Proprietor

NEW FALL FELTS
White and Colored.
what you want

find
All shades and shapes. You are sure to

SEE THESE NEW GOODS AND GET OUR PRICES
MAKING

AND TRIMMING

Elite Dress Patterns for Sale

TO

SPECIAL ORDER
Hemstitching and Plcotlnf

SUMMERS MILLINERY

20 lbs. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25
We Wash, Rinee, Blue, Wring

and Return to You Damp

Entire Family Wash

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT. BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

DONT CARE FOR AMERICA
Those who talk so protestingly
against the tariff seem to prefer that
Europe should make goods for us and
our workers be idle. Pittsburg Gazette Times.

Gallup Steam Laundry
PHONE 166.
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General Business Conditions

By GEORGE E. ROBERTS
Letter
Issued by The National City
the
Monthly
(From
Distributed in Gallup by The Gallup State
Bank!

of

HEUD

GRANT TO FORTUNE

How Mark Twaln'a
Friendship and
ualntaa Instinct Wat Used to
, Hlp Old Frltnd.

New York '

In 1888, Mark Twain, who bad bis
financial upg and downs, was enjoying a period of prosperity at the publisher of his own books.
The publication of the "Adventures of Huckle-berr- y
Finn" at that time had been
particularly profitable and Clejiiens,
"earing that Richard Watson Glider
of the Century company, had beeu
discussing with Grant the publishing of his memoirs, called upon the
general, with whom he had long been
on Intimate terms, for the
purpose of
finding out how fur the project had

wages; the commission later to make
"topics of inter
been the crops a thorough investigation of the indus-try- , city. The regulations are a restraint
have
month
,fc. Mt
upon individual freedom in the streets,
The crops have come
looking to the development of a wui
everyooay
goes through tho
fully permanent policy for the preservation streets
SfltoS The wheatthecrop
more freely because of thsm.
corn crop of peace and wholesome working
if
as last year,
What is included in the right to
to be around 3,000,000,000
""""a rejected the pro- - strike? The right to quit
work in
feed crops
EST other food and
uwu is noi questioned. The presiThe president has also made a
XcooT The amount of dairy prod.
for the settlement of the rail- dent has said that the government
!7.Vnta into itorage is larger than
win compel no man to work against
Altogether, the cost of liv-- u road strike, but at this writing the nis will.
But the activities of the
foodstuffs are concerned outcome is undetermined.
coal miners and shopmen
go far
With these strikes in industries that union
"L, to be on about theforsame
me peacciui abandonment of
the are vital to the public welfare out of their
Cli lor the coming year as
jobs in order to better rhtvn- n
Z.t The cotton crop, however, is the way. the outlook is
seives elsewhere.
Their actions and developed.
Appointing and likely to be short business, although it cannot ho said language show that they are engaged
It soon appeared that the Century
jSTworld's necds- - Tne tendency of
complete ana equitable
i an
organized etlort to prevent the editors desired the
of
waees
Srthinf materials is now upward, but . .
and
nri..o
book, but would
. .
.
coal or transpor' " iD public from
not
industrial costs, in tation except having
Sacturing costs are slightly h'.h
upon the conditions laid the guarantee a profit of $i000 to
.
than last year.
author, who had recently ex
transportation are down by them. Combinations of that
I,'
imnrovement in industry has leading factors are too high for the kind among any other class of
perienced a failure In business and
neople
of uncus 01 iarm products nnrf rnu, mo are against the law. Labor
whose health was breaking down.
-- Jceeded so far that the amount
organizaterials generally, and a full measure tions were
Ewed unemployment is scarcely of
for the purpose of
Clemeus, whose first and last thought
excepted
cannot be realized while giving them a
nort than in any time of moderate thisprosperity
stronger position in was to serve his friend, said: "Gen
remains
the
case.
Btrikes
the
but
pending
dealing with employers, but it never eral, I have my checkbook with me.
Ewperity,
It goes without saying that the two was contemulated
that- i
stopped the earnings of
I will draw you a check now for
to
strikes
arc
tA
are
a
this
but
beginning
power to the serious injury of the 000 for
very grave menace to
be itrikers
the first volume of jour
in
the
and
losses
public welfare. The industries
ante nnemployment
memoirs, and will add a like amount
President Harding cannot run without coal and transpor-tatio- n
Mbtr quarters.
Railroad Labor Act.
for each volume jou may write, as an
service. Unless a settlement is
The statement is made that the railkii been active in his efforts to settle
advance royalty payment."
loth the big strikes without harsh or reached, industries will close down road companies have set the exnmnlo
He proposed for wages will stop for millions of people, of
An arrangement was made where
obiuusI measures.
to be bound by the decis
refusing
retfood cannot be supplied to the cities, ions
the coal industry that the miners
oi me lahor board. The facts are by Grant received 70 per cent of the
net returns and, as is well known,
urn to work immediately at the scale public utilities such as waterworks that the companies have taken apof wages being paid when the strike will be unable to function and society peals in certain cases to the
the book was a vast Buccess. The
courts,
will
be
to
faced
a
until
situation
With
last
a calamity even on the legal rround that the hnarA publication
began, this
in receipts by the
be
to
than
war, because women and had exceeded its jurisdiction under the Grant heirs resulted
appointed by greater
poblic commission,
of about $450,000. The
Jam, could render a decision
upon1 children will suffer as much as men. law. This is a class of actions fm.
first check to Mrs. Julia L. Grant,
It cannot . be supposed that the quently broucht
a new admin. drawn
strikers are indifferent to the suffer- istrative body, toaeainst
February 7, 188(3, for $200.- determine authori
ing thus threatened, and which affects tatively the scope of its powers. The 000, remains the largest royalty check
In history.
the families of all classes alike. They employes have the same
right to bring
must assume that their opponents will such actions as the
in
and
companies,
give way in order to prevent it, but neither event is
transportation susGREAT STATE COPIED MOTTO
uie.ru is as niucn ooiipation to protect pended by such an
appeal.
the community on one side as on the
The provisions of the Railroad Act
other. Every individual and group has which give instructions relative to
the Michigan Must Acknowledge IU Obla responsibility to society but
society action of the board in settling wage
igations to the Grtatcit of Eng.
ought not to oe dependent upon the disputes are as follows:
Hah Architects.
of
grace
In determining the justness and
any minority. It must have
the power to protect itself.
reasonableness of such wages and salaries or workinsr conditions the hoard "SIThe motto of the state of Michigan
The Common Interest in Order
(juaerls I'enlusulam Anioenam
so far as applicable, take into
shall,
One
of the first conditions of civYour eyes, like your teeth,
Circumsplce,"
consideration
(If You Seek a Heautl-fu- l
other
relevant
among
ilization
is that there shall be orderly
should be examined at least once
Look About You) was
circumstances:
Peninsula,
methods of settling differences
as
a year. Especially your eyes,
(
)
The scales of wages paid for borrowed rather shamelessly from the
between
arise
members
of
they
the
because they are so sensitive to
to principles similar kinds of work in other indus Inscription which appears on the In
community, according
various strains.
terior of St. Paul's cathedral In
based upon equity and the. common tries.
The relation between wages and
Your doctor will tell you that
in memory of Its architect, Sir
interests, instead of allowing suen the(2)cost
of living.
issues to be fought out with fists or
they are the most delicate orChristopher Wren. This Inscription
The
of
hazards
(3)
the
clubs or otherwise. The aniieal to
employment.
gans of the body and at the
"SI Monumentum Requlrls Cir(4) The training and skill required. reads,
same time the most abused.
force has no place in civilized society
cumsplce,"
(If You Seek Ills MonuThe
of
(5)
degree
responsibility.
except as society itself may discipline
Look About You).
Many
In other
ment,
people complain of
The
character
and
(0)
of
iU unruly members.
regularity
headache when the real source
words, the great church la Itself a
It is a condition of every gume in the employment; andof
of the trouble can be placed
increases
in monument to the (treatest of English
(7) Inequalities
which rivals contend that '.here shall
directly to defective vision.
be rules and authority to enforce them wages or of treatment, the result of architects.
When this is corrected in time
Sir Christopher Wren was born In
and decide every question thut arises. previous wape orders or adjustments.
no ill effects result.
1032 and died In 1723. He won many
Abolish the umpire and the rules, and
But many
the game disappears. If you care for
people continue to put off taking
FUNNY "RETALIATION"
honors, was knighted by Charles II,
care of their eves until the
the game, support the authority thbt
British propagandists who are
later elected president of the Royal
optical nerve becomes strained
maintains it.
it their special business to oppose Society of London, and served for a
and weakened to such an extent
The trouble with the 3trii:ers in the American taritt lull tell us that time In
But his fume
parliament.
that the eve is irrenarnhlv
these cases is not that they contend England
will
"retaliate." England
damaged.
for what they believe to he their has already enacted the safeguarding rests chiefly on his having designed St.
u... ,u.. .1
industries act, imposing an averatre Paul's, the most magnificent Protestnnt
Have your eyes examined at
edifice lu the world and second only
of about 33 per cent.
ar
other
tariff
nize
that
,'ivolvrd,
rights
your first
Our
opportunity.
to St. Peter's In Rome among the re
kind
all
entitled
are
to
that
of
a
"retaliation"
that
rights
Funny
gland
charges are reasonable.
hearing together and to adjudication takes place in advance. Springfield ligious structures of modern times. It
in an orderly manner.
Moreover, the (.Mo.) Republican.
required thirty-fivyears In building,
If matter of first importance is that
but was begun and completed under
E.
H there shall be a method of settlement AMERICAN TARIFF OPPONENTS
Wren's sole direction. It cost $3,500,-00that does not interfere with the com-j- ?
Detroit News.
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST g mon services
Anyway, it cannot he denied that
necessary to society.
the British opposition to an American
is
When
it
the
affirmed
that
public
Ij
Post Office Building
tariff has thus far been
it does protective
EVOLUTION OF ANARCHY
jp interest must be paramount,
pretty successful. Giro (Mich) TusGallup,
New Mexico jj not follow that individual interests cola
Picketing brings disorder, disorder
Co. Advertiser.
s
are sacriliced.
Un the contrary indibrings riot, riot brings massacre,
At Same Stand for Past Five
vidual interests are protected by the
has showed how it's done. Let's
Years
maintenance of public authority. That
have it checked at tho beginning.
In t i, n r.f
ho
ia illnutiv.t.xl
hv
Rutland (Vt.) Herald.
IIIimillllllBllllllllIlilllllliraiill
traffic in the streets of a crowded j
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BJASH
Price Cut in Effect Nov
Six Cylinder, 5 passenger $1450.00
Six Cylinder, 7 passenger 1615.00
Six Cylinder Roadster
1420.00
Four Cylinder 5 passenger 1150.00
Four Cylinder Roadster
1105.00
GOODYEAR TIRES CUT 15 PER

Gallup
Gallup
Gallup
Gallup
Gallup
CENT

MAILORDERS
Filled Same Day Received

Charles

QeM

P. S.: GALLUP NAME PLATES AT 50c EACH

YOUR EYES

1
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WHILE RIDING TAKE ALONG
SANDWICHES TO EAT
Many people, when riding, believe that it is best to
carry a lunch. Sandwiches make a delicious snack for
all occasions.

When we prepare your sandwiches you get the best.
We prepare sandwiches to your order.

e

PARKE SELLARD

WHITE CAFE

0.

llli-no-

Costs You Less and You Get the Best

1

The Story of
Our States

!

By JONATHAN BRACE

SPECIAL

XXXI.

d

loping the
early history

of Culiforula
even
which
encircles the origin of the name.
About 1820 a Spanish love story
was published in which there
was an Imaginary Island In the
Fur East called California. Some
fifteen years later a party of
Spanish adventurers came upon
the peninsula which we now call

Ironing Board
and

Sunbeam Iron
THE TWO FOR

This Iron Is of Standard Make
and Fully Guaranteed
Call Number 12 and Ask to Have This

Combination Delivered

Gallup Electric Light
& Power Co.

Is

of romance enve-

UNTIL LOT IS SOLD

Rid-Ji-

CALIFORNIA
THERE

Lower Cullfornla. Relieving thut
they had discovered a romantic
island similar to the one in the
I
novel, they called It California,
j Later on, the territory to the
north became known as Alta
Cullfornla or High Cullfornla
and when It became a stale, It
was accordingly called California. The first settlers were
the Franciscan monks who came
up from Mexico and established
missions, and many are the legends woven around these pioneer
Pudres. There shortly grew up
Mexican settlements around the
missions which the wonderful
climate and fertile soil prospered.
The government, while under
Mexican control, was more or
less Independent, and at the outbreak of the Mexican war, Fremont, who was later defeated
for the presidency, occupied California. When peace was made
iu 1848, California became United States territory. That same
year gold was discovered in the
Sucramento Valley and the rush
of people to California began.
The population grew so rapidly
thut In 1850 California was adstate
mitted as the tblrty-flrs- t
of the Union. With i.s 158,207
square miles, it is the largest
state except Texas. Politically,
Its power has been rapidly growing. California now has thirteen
presidential electors.
(

by McClurt

Nwppr Syndloatt)

ervice Grocer?
We stock the Best
Groceries, Fruits and
Vegetables in Gallup.
Our Prices Are Right,
and we ask you to try
our service.
We Guarantee to Please You

TRY U
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One of the main reasons given by Gallup Democrats for
enforcing paving on the plana adopted was to "wallop" a few
rich Republican Gallup property owners "make 'em spend
some of the money where they made it." It so happens that
Gallup has a few rich Democrats, and they are "walloped,"
too. Those of us who happen to live outside the paving district will enjoy the use of the paving just the same. The fact
that all of us will enjoy the paving should have prescribed the
equitable way or plan of paying for the paving, thus avoiding
tae scheme of confiscating property just to "wallop a few rich
Republicans. To force a lien on property of the widow and the
poor just to "wallop" the rich. Democrats as well as Repub
licans, is a scheme that bolshevik Russia would be proud to
adopt, but that s not all.
, Now, if you don't pay your paving bill when due you will
be soaked an extra interest,
"penalty," that when
added to the seven per cent to the paving company, will make
only nineteen per cent interest, this extra twelve per cent, so
,
said, will go to the town for what?
The paving contracts are thru with. The paving company
will get theirs at a seven per cent interest. Then, when you
fall down on the payments you will be fined twelve per cent
additional, making a total of nineteen per cent, and so on. Fine,
what a majority of Gallup Democrats voted for.
bat just
v
r
me uanup
neraia is not a party to sucn a
ui course mi
damnable scheme of usury, therefore we are free to offer
advice, and we advise all who may fail to meet their paving
bills promptly to refuse to pay the twlve per cent "penalty."
To refuse may cut the fees of some prosecuting attorney, or
attorneys, but you will save the twelve per cent, and we believe
that a persecuted people are entitled to save all possible.
.

.

so-call- ed

1

MR. BROCK'S COMMENDATION

-

The editor of The Gallup Herald seldom very seldom
but
gives way to anything that smacks of
this time we must express our deep appreciation of the very
nice way in which our esteemed friend, Henry F. Brock, speaks
of us and our editorial policy.
We give publicity to Mr. Brock's letter in this issue. Just
such words of encouragement buoy us on, and feeling that we
are right, we expect to continue our policy.
As to where we stand, we are for our Government. Being
for our Government we are for the strict enforcement of all
laws. If any of our laws happen not to suit us just to a "t."
we are fore the enforcement of such laws just the same it is
to support a government.
the only way
T
.Deing nepuoiican in pontics we are ior America tirst in
all things, and being for America first we are for Americans.
No man nor woman can be true to America and this Govern
ment by being for one class as against another class.
W

1

?

1

1

MINUTE MAN SIX"

Series 23 Models
...

Roadster
Touring Cfcir

Touring Gar
Sport Model
California Top
California Top
Royal Coach
Coupe
Sedan
Brougham

.

, . . . . . . .

with 2 taxi seats)
UtJw Wm

.o..

Tu

,

r

.

Wire or disc wheels f 100 additional (eicept

Lower

$1695
ij.,
1695
r
:.
1795
., . .

..

2045
1995
2095
2145
2345
2545
2645

oa Sport MoM)

factory)

Prices-Hig- her

Quality

fifteen years of conscientious
we unhesitatingly present
our Program for 1923 as an achievement
second only to the famous Ansted Engine

AFTER

i

Complaint: Quite a bit of complaint over the very cheaply
constructed stone walls put in as supports for bridges for the
inter-tow- n
puerco. Some say that so loosely and cheaply are
the walls that water runs thru them as easily as tho they were
s
constructed with split rails. The claim ia made that the
of the bridges are liable to prove dangerous during
floods. It may be that a few dollars were saved by accepting
the cnapest and lowest bid, but costly bridges should be pro
tected with solidly constructed foundations. But, this is what
a majority of Gallup Democrats voted for. The people pay the
foun-dation-

McDERMOTT-FLOY-

COAL CO.

D

P. O. Box 962

Gallup, New Mexico

bills.

Lexington motor company a Oonnersvule indianaIjsa
8utUUrf VmiUd SlmUt Auiownttiu Cwyoreita

Next attraction : Forcing side walks to be constructed to
conform with street paving grades. In some places where side
walks have been constructed on approved grades, the grade is
out of line with the paving. Perhaps water levels are con
stantly changing in the town of Gallup. The people pay the
bills.

Nineteen per cent interest: Some interest to meet just for
01 supporting a scneme 10 connscate property, outl
pcrnaps iieceimary 10 suppon a m nunureu aouar town attor- a lie ycuyic
vuc uiua.
UKJ

me pleasure

yj

A NEW STYLE IN CAMPAIGNS

One of lie strangest ways of calling up or stimulating the Imagination wus that employed, ouce upon a
time, by our great American sculptor,
St. uaudens.
You will fliicl the

POLITICAL

ANNOUNCEMENT
Congratulations: McKinley county government is out of
REPUBLICAN
(El Paso Times Editorial.)
debt, and McKinley county ( not the town of Gallup) has a very
story
In his reminiscences. When
ana
nwu.roaus
In
was
he
is
paia
While
ior,
it not
determined who will carry the Home,
Hon. Herbert B. Holt of Las CruMI,
IWWj
lowest rate of taxes of any Democratic banner indefinitely
during his student days, he New Mexico, announces his candid
good schools and supported
the New Mexico contest for the seat now was
fond
of
very
aliout at for the nomination of United SUtil
other county in the State. McKinley county( not the town of held in the United states senate
by Andrieus A. Jones of East night In one of thestaling
old Italian gar- Senator, subject to the State RepuGallup) Is Republican.
La3 Vegas, there is something about H. B. Holt's campaign for dens, In which there was a
'
fountain blican convention.
which was particularly heautlful In
the Republican nomination that is bound to cause both Demo
rf
Mrs. Adeline
Good news for bootlejrgers: Ohio Republicans sustain ?rats a!d Republicans of his state to look upon him with an the moonlight and played 8Uch mu- Santa
New Mekico, announces h
sic as only a fountain In an old Italian
Fe,
or.
respect,
Harding's administration, defeating "wet" candidates, and increasing degree
for the nomination i
can play. So when St. Camions candidacy
to w
For years we have watched with interest political dis garden
demand enforcement of the Volstead Act.
got back to New York city and Into member of Congress, subject
action of the Republican State c
turbances of or neighboring state and on several occasions it in numwe little studio on the
vention.
has seemed that New Mexico s politics were not always polite. floor back, what does be do but third
turn
on
the
water
the
Ku
old
With the advent of Mr. Holt, things have taken on a
Texas: Mayfield,
Poor
Klux candidate, leads
tap and keep it running
POLITICAL
day long to remind him of the
over Senator Culbertson, with Jim Ferguson next in lead as the changed aspect. He seems to be carrying his campaign along all
tinkle and splash of that fountain
ANNOUNCEMENT
is
of
main
his announced platform. In his formal an. in
line
"wet" candidate. Texas painfully Democratic. Texas Dem- the
old Italian garden.
One 'day
DEMOCRATIC
ocrats fight among themselves, daubing each faction as "rot- nouncement he asserted that he was for construction and in the theJanitor
comes plodding
up the
of
to
his Republican friends, he is building stairway, and,
"inefficient," "not fit hold soliciting the support
ten," "grafters,"
I hereby announce my candidMT
discovering the running tap, says "I've been pumpin' wapublic office," etc., &c, all of which The Gallup Herald be upon his own fitness for the high office he seeks.
ter
lieves to be true.
to the action of the Democratic mM
up here for three weeks and
And he is not attacking the fitness of anyone opposed to

Tuu

Otero-Warre-

"law-breakers-

n

,"

:

won-derl-

him.

4

The truth will out: Capt. W. C. Reid, representing the
Santa Fe railroad, E. B. Swope, representing the strikers,
speaking against each other, both agreed that strikes were
to all concerned, especially disastrous to the public.

Off again: Bill Hart gets front page position in all daily
papers in which to air his separation from Vinifred Westover.
The free advertisements will fill movie picture houses, consequently, fill the pockets of both Hart and Winifred. Cominur:
Another wedding announcement of previously wedded movie
stars. Enter Will Hays.
Statement: Will Hays, president of million dollar movie
picture corporations, says he had no part in the
separation. Hart says that he has made ample provisions for
unborn child. On with the show
the care of the
Hart-Westov-

er

Hart-westov-er

Publicity:

It

is

always the whipped cur that howls.

where in blazes It was
convention.
Young tnan, you'll have to cut
that
out. Ilallum Hawksworth, In
St'
Nicholas.

Singularly enough, Mr. Holt has not been the subject of
any auacK nimseu. u may be tnac tne Kepublicans like the
Holt method and are accepting him as the man who can set
their house in order and erase the many local dissensions and
New Scientific
Discovery
differences with which they have been so long beset.
Among
the
most
Of course, Mr. Holt is a Republican. He has the misfor. glimpses Into hidden comersremarkable
of nature
tune to belong in the political camp of our friends the enemy, that .clentlflc advance has alTorde
are
the frequent discoveries of
but it does seem to be worthy of comment that after a man has
microbeen active in politics in his state for 20 years, he can announce organisms la unexpected
where they produce
phenomena heS
himself as a senatorial candidate and not have a single editorial tofore
supposed to rise from other
pen wielded against him in an unfriendly way.
,0r;n8ta. scientist in
The pace that Mr. Holt has set in New Mexico politics this
Sweden, ascertained that in
of m
year is one that the Democrats can well pursue. A state gains preparations
uu osn con.
by candidates who can conduct a campaign without backbiting
la f ,hF mm ot PrefrvatIon,
' " " """"i ot id per cent,
or mu.dslinging.

S

-

BILL KAinno.
c

NOTICE

a
McKinley county road taxes
now due and payable. All men of s
from 21 to 60 are subject to road W,

with

no

exemption.

,

SAM DIMON,

C. SGANZINI,

TreauJ.

Collector,

o

IMPORTERS AND DEMOCRATS
A New York importing concern, "
an effort to induce others to m""
i
me iDusiness, uo tha-- -.lla
in ii
.

mat tapestries are

Drougnu
payment of

-

iu'S

j

country without
are soia at ten times uieir w.
grow luxuriantly and concern has the hearty cooperation"
he concludes that the
the free traders in the senate, wno w
flavors and
odon, that are pecu.iar to
righting every effort to v,set.,?
iun
salt conserve, are due to the various tariff on Republican protective
micro If the concern has failed to contr
crTwdeT W,Ul WWch th"
liberally to the free trade
fund, it is certainly guilty of
tude. Springfield (Mo.) Kepuw.
micro-organis-

For the Republican administration
The Carneuie Foundation has given
to make a remarkable saving is re150,OO0 toward the reconstruction as
garded as especially reprehensible by a model city of the town of Fargniera
ome of our Democratic contempora80 miles from Paris, which was de- -'
ries, Pittsburg Gazette Times,
stroyed in the World War,

-
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Happenings

Form C,0

TafcphoM

of California and has
a position with the Gallup

University

BY CREGAR

6 COLLINS

D W CBoiseal

TDITTTTUrea

AND PERSONALS.

W.

Tln

LfCeB&el.

at

'

for several proper-

riced right. McKinley
ty thatAbstract
& Investment Co.
cnty
Hymon,

the

son of Mr.j

Dr. E. Parke Sellard reports that
he has just received a new shipment
or latest style nose glasses and shell
frames. Prices are right. Adv.

10

FOR SALE Dodge Touring Car,
newly overhauled, new buttery, new
cliiUh, new tires and new top. only
?'--.5
cash. Address: P. O. Box 218,
Gallup.
j.5.t(

nn-r.- .

have buyers

8tnogrPher

Bill Brown of
Steuhenville, Ohio,,
who has been visiting Mrs. J. R.
Brown of Gallup, will return to his
nume ounaay.

.

""i

C'

Llfe A8urntt
SodetyCy: Equitable
Insurance that insures,
Protection that protects.
Cregar & Collins. Adv.

Thursday Night

A shooting scrape took
in St.
place
H Gillenwater continues
.ffor no- - With rheU- - Wednesday night in which Luciano
Estrado received a shot in his right
km.
arm. Ladislas Moreno was accused.
have Maximo
Garcia
received a knife
N. Cory and family
,
Shickery
cor. wound on the head. The parties were
and Puerco Drive, they juueu.
"3
Turchased through Cregar &
George Roklizer, the "Quick Shoe
estate firm, to allow H.
Repair Shop" man. invites vour
HtockwU and family to move into tion
to his advertisement in this issue
L L. N. Cory house, purchasedof He has
from'
couple
stepped off the
nnn.
will
North Third street brid steps
to
sh
house and there are just 42 steps. That is
an up to date rooming busi- - not
far to a place where shoes can be
ard We predict a good
in mis new repaired in only a few minutes.
;7for Mrs. Blackweii
Gallup people are quick George says that he can repair 100
TZreciate good service m any line. pairs of shoes per day. If you should
i steam' heated, comfort-jb- l, doubt this, he is willing to be tried
Ivery room
out.
nd clean.

1K2.

If
BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE

I

Now is the time to put your valuables hi
a place of safety where they are protected
night and day from fire and theft.'
Do you know how reasonable it is?
You can rent a Box in our Safe Deposit
Vault for $3.50 and up per year.

Mr. and Mrs. Hoy
Bogies of San
Hu'ro, Calif., are the guests of Mr.
father
Bogges
and muthar Mr
Mrs. H. S. Bogges of this city.

The man who can't
use any further than his
lose doesn't believe in

MfiMEYfoumBANK

FOR SALE

Nice
chickens, squabs,

broilers.
young rabbits,
fresh eggs, go to Mountain View
3'J-Poultry Farm, or phone 203-2-

buying real estate. If
you have vision we can
sell you property that
will profit you exceed

1

tf

Miss

Harris, nurse at

returned
hospital,
Temple, Texas, on
ween.

ingly.

Celadon Candelaria and Miss Fina
Candelaria, son and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. M. Candelaria, are due
to retur nhome next Wednesday from
school at San Francisco. They have
been away three years, and their
s
will be overjoyed at their home
coming.

til hur

St

Friday

Mary's

hmd
of

in

this
Misses Albina

Take a seat at one of
look over our menu list,
don't find what you want,
we will get it for you.
Cafe. Adv.

far-ent-

Melvin Dorton was in Gallup during
the week from Alblquerque on busi
ness.
WANTED
power steam
engine.
Notify Gallup Steam Laun- lry company.
Mrs. E. B. Pickard. formerly of the
P. M.locker dry goods store, is now
with the Lawrence Dry Goods Co.

COLLINS

37

If you are not one of tho mnnv
who are pleased with the service of
the Manhattan Cafe, come along and
you will come again. Adv.
Joe Brock of Gibson purchased a
Chalmers roadster from Fred Mutto
this

e

week.

FOR RENT Large cool room, suitable for gentleman. Call phone 299

We are indeed sorry to hear that
Engineer E. J. Walker hiu beer, ill
for the past week.
Take notice of the numBer of peowho are taking their daily midday lunches .at the Manhattan Cafe
and you will come along. Adv.
ple

A meeting of the board of directors
the chamber of commerce has been
called for Monday.
of

Ice Cream
Given Away
This Week
Ask at Our
Fountain

FREE GUESS
At the Ri
aow. Three best
guesses get one quart Ice

ream Free.

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
Peach Fruit and Boston Nut.

Abstract

&

Investment

Co.

Ray Coon has been transferred
from Navajo to Mine No. 5.

THE CANDY SHOP

Mrs.

J.

Trinidad,

B. McQuade is home
Colo.

Miss Georgia Taylor was absent
from her work in Chas. W. Davis'
insurance office the first part of the
week. Having recovered from her
short illness, Miss Taylor is now back
"on the job."
I. H. Ford has sold his produce and
commission. business to w. S. Dalton.
Mr. Ford will retain his U. S. Commissioner office with Mr. Dalton.

FOR RENT Newly finished and
Inquire at
nicely furnished rooms.
105 Coal avenue.
The school house

at

Mentmore

is

Houses for rent, furnished or unfurnished. Apply at House 107, west of
Gallup Cleaners.
Miss Annie Barker is home from
Berkeley, where she has been taking
a post graduate course at the University of California. Miss Barker was
away seven weeks and reports very
pleasant trip, but nevertheless she
says she is glad to be back in Gallup
gain.

la

from

j

.

Miss Gallup:
"The Proof of the Pudding
Is in the Eating."
We have been telling you

right along,
our advertising, about our Superior
Equipment. Other dry cleaners can get
up just as convincing praises with which to
set forth their many claims so there is only
one way to settle the matter: Learn from
experience the meaning of New Method
Service and Quality Work. Try us out on
your Dry Cleaning, Hatting or Dyeing and
see for yourself how thoroughly we back
up every claim we make.
in

NEWMETH0D CLEANERS & DYERS
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY

SHIP TO AND RECEIVE FROM
j

is

Mrs. Ida Byrd, mother of Mrs, J.
R. Willis, is back at home after a two
weeks' visit in Albuquerque.
According to Mrs. Byrd, we Gallup people
have lots to be thankful for in the
way of climate.

Ladies' and Gents' Suits Cleaned and Pressed $1.25
Suits Pressed 50 Cents
PHONE 307
.

WANTED Two janitors for GalApply to Roy L.
lup public schools.
Wilite, superintendent.

ready
progressing nicely and will be semesfor occupation when the school
ter opens.

.

City Engineer A. A. Jones
Los Angeles at present

The food sale held by the Wbman'a
Tennis club at the Condy Shop waa
quite a successful affair. The ladies '
were down bright and early and sold
FOR RENT Two rooms. One room quite a
quantity of home cooked
suituble for light housekeeping.
Call "goodies."
phone No. 272.
Durward Clarke, son of Mr. and
The G. V. F. D. was called out Tups- - Mrs. W. E. Clarke, is at home from
day evening to extinguish a pile of the military training school at Camp
rutitish that was burnini; back if the Travis, San Antonio.
New Method Cleaners. Th3 cull rnie
just before time for the Tegjlar Tues- THE
DEFENSES OF YOUR BOOT
day meeting and called all th-- hoys
Down through the center of your
out for the meeting.
spinal column must travel all the
FOR SALE East Side Billiard nerves that direct the defenses of your
Parlor, or will sell stock and rent fix- body in their campaign against dis
tures. Apply to W. H. .Sweeney, 101 ease.
The health and freedom of those
Railroad Avenue.
nerves determine your resistance to
sickness.
Hartley Seymour is enjoyin
in When through deleterious
habits,
overland trip through California.
over fatigue, faulty posture, strains
Little Miss Cynthia Morris wan un- and injuries the spinal and other
fortunate enough to fall from the structures become
unduly tensed,
stone wall by the W. B. Johnson resi- weakened or impaired and thus maindence.
Dr. Willson was called and tained the directing and controlling
Miss Cynthia is rapidly recovering nerves are injured.
Then begins a lowering of resisfrom some serious bruises. She was
unconscious for a time, and quito sick tance by the shutting off of nerve
energy.
for a day or two.
It is the correction of this fundaH. W. Brose, county superintendent mental cause of disease that makes
of public schools, visited Danoffs and Osteopathic treatment so valuable for
Correct the
Ramah on Thursday.
A new school any form of sickness.
will be opened at Danoffs.
spinal structure and Nature cures the
ailment.
When you think of osteopathy reMiss Molly Baker, matron of the member that it removes
the funds--.
Old
Laguna sanitorium, is visiting mental cauxes of dinea.se.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown of this
DR. I. W. MERVINE
city.
Miss Baker is a cousin of Mr. Urown.
Commercial Hotel
Adv.

to

List vour property with us if you
really want to sell. McKinley County

and Eva

Menapace

al

any-on-

10 Quarts

ORGANIZED 1904

our tables, Kitchen are in Los Angeles.
They
and if you expect to be gone a month.
tetl us and
Manhattan
Only the largest and best companies are represented by this agency,
you or prompt and satisfacThe board of directors of the Inter-Trib- assuring
tory settlement in case of loss. Chas.
Indian Ceremonial association W. Davis Insurance
Agency. Phone
met on W'ednsday to discuss the ad- 248 Adv.
vertising and various other questions
pertaining to the proposed Indian
Mrs. G. A. Scott, telegraph operator
show.
at the Western Union office, resumed
her duties Thursday.
Mrs. Scott
LOST Side auto curtain, on road spent
her two weeks' vacation in
near Rehoboth. Suitable reward. Her- Gallup.
ald office.

SJlff his father and passing the
of William Sawyer one day this
be- 4k was attacked by the dog tne
There's a lot in knowburinl to Mr. Sawyer, and betore
ing the right lot. It falls
JXr could get the dog away, the
to our lot to know propk ww bdly bitten- - The dog' toa
fBil,with young pups, appeared
Joe Purdy is in Gallup from San
erty values and you'll
e
coming near her
(Aject to
Francisco.
He is spending his vacaa lot if you do
profit
gwt It is something unusual, tho, tion here.
especially
fort dog to attack a child,
business with us reliawhen an older
person was present.
FOR RENT One
Df C. H. Clark was called to adminisble realty folks.
dwelling,
unfurnished. Sunnyside. Apply to 103
ter to the little boy's suffering.
Malone avenue.
Mr. E. K. Errett returned home
Miss Helen Rushton of Chicago is
Triitay from her California visit.
now organist at the Rex.
Insurance That Insures
"Tarn to the Right," is one of the
List
"For
Sale"
with
your
property
Protection That Protects
muter pictures of the year. At Rex
Cregar & Collins if you really care to
Tlursday. No better show has ever sell. No deal too
or
too
small
large
been produced for the screen.
tor our personal attention to every
Adv.
detail.
Th sheriff's office received word
JSTOTHATCOUfflf
Thursday that the safe of the Union
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Miller are
Oil company at Flagstaff had been
soon
for
Durango,
Colo.,
blown and money and valuables stolen. leaving
where they will spend two weeks vaCREGAR
The telegram stated that the job was
Mr.
Miller
is
cationing.
employed by
done by professionals.
PHONE 138
1
the J. C. Penney Co. of this city.
TO COURTHOUSE
Mr. and Mrs. Arch Robertson
left
"The Paleface," a Buster Keaton
Friday afternoon for Los Angeles.
and
of
Deuce
"The
comedy,
Spades,"
For
by Charles Ray at Rex
Cregar & Collins have sold three real entertainment thisTuesday.
combination
Wednesday evening Mrs. Josephine
bouses the past two weeks. Have you
can't be beaten.
Whiteman and Mrs. Mary Mooney
a house for sale? Jf so, list with
were initiated into the Maccabee
them for, "Service
that counts."
Mrs. C. H. Drysdale is due to arrh-lodge of this city. After the cereAdv.
in Lrallup next Wednesday to visit monies a delicious lunch was served
,1. M. Can
Mr.
her
and
Mrs.
in
parents,
the dining room.
Mrs. Ed Koenig entertained a number of friends at dinner Wednesday. delaria.
For service that counts insure your
Those present were:
Misses Maiy
If your property is worth having it life, your house, your furniture and
Lorenimo
and Stella Martin, Leo
is worth oeing protected by an insur- auto with Cregar & Collins. Adv.
loenig, Tony Barncastle, Fred Meir ance
policy written by this agency.
and members of the family.
"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
Mrs. W. H. Collins returned from
Chas. W .Davi3 Insurance Agency, Albuquerque Saturday. Mrs. Collins
Mrs. Mary Starr and
have
family
Adv. was the guest of Mrs. M. B. Pugh for
moved to their new home on Coal ave ZOis W. Coal Ave., i'hone 248.
a week.
nue, recently purchased from Mrs. E
Remijio Mirabal w.ms stricken sudA. Powell through the ral estate and
term-oill
v
last
hile
It is our business to please you and
Sunday af
insurance firm of
Cregar & Collins. denly
talking to friends in front of the Ban- make you feel that you are receiving
Manhattan
FOR SALE
General merchandise ner Drug Store. He was pished to the best of treatment.
St.
hospital ard his condition Cafe. Adv.
Store, good
location, good business, was Marys
at first considered serious. He
mau settlement, close in, Address
rallied to treatment and was able to
Col. John H. Young Is in receipt of
faallup Herad.
news from his brother, Capt. Harry
return home in a few day.
M.
Young, stationed at Honolulu,
Miss Neva Thurston nf Aztec stnn
The Manhattan Gafe feeds a great Hawaiian Islands, that a baby girl,
fed for a day in Gallup with Mr. and
there is a Dorothy Jane, was burn to Mr. and
Perry Coon. Miss Thurston was many people every day
Mrs. Harry M. Young, July IS.
Adv.
reason.
route to Long Beach, Calif.
She
a cousin of Mr. Coon.
The only exclusive Insurance agency
Superintendent Parquete of Ft. Defiance was in town this week on gov- in Gallup. Chas. W. Davis Insurance
W. E. Phelps received word
ernment business.
Agency, phone 248. 203 W. Coal Avethat his wife had met with anSunday
autonue. Adv.
mobile accident in San
Antonio, Texas,
ino that doctors said it would be three FOR RENT Store building in good
Gerald Mellinger, time keener for
location.
Inquire at Paris Shoe
before
she
was
able to travel.
JMlu
rs. Phelps was on a visit with rela- Store and Shop, Third street, nevt to Mine No. 5, is enjoying a two weeks';
vacation.
tes inandTexas at the time of the acci-Jn- t, Odd Fellows Hall.
to
return home
expected
Dr. E. Parke Sellard, registered opHorace Jones, who has been driving
wis week.
the truck for the Davis Cash and tometrist, pluies a series of advertiseHerald. These
ments in The
.WANTED
To trade 80 acres of ir- Carry Groceteria, has left their em advertisements Gallup
tell their own story.
Mr. Jones and his family win
rigated land in Colfax county, New ploy.
Read them.
xico, for real estate in Gallup or leave soon for Farnungton, where
will make their new home.
they
Albuquerque.
Inquire of owner, 20H
William Van Hooser, who was in. Puerco
Drive.
a full into the rio puerco, is
General helper for In jured by
WANTED
improved, we are glad to say.
Mrs. Agnes Sanchez and
greatly
cook
Able
and
to
store.
Miss Trin- dian trading
He is able to be home now.
Baca
nff- Ti,,jn..
r
bake bread. Good opening for relialur UU8
.uuiouay
C.
WiU mak9 their njl'
R.
care
G.
Webb,
fu ble man. Apply
"Is Matrimony a Failure," at Rex
home
N. Cotton Co.
This is a Paramount speSunday.
cial. Movie picture patrons will appreciate this great picture.
Fred Hight was unfortunate enough
to get his hand caught in the joiner
at the Santa Fe shops. Luckily it
was not seriously injured and is doing
nicely.

Gallur NewMexico

TRADE WITH THE

City Mariket
And get the best meats that money can buy.
PROMPT DELIVERY

HeEndeFototft

PHONE 64
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I IOV A MERCHANT

TEN REASONS WHY HOME FOLKS

WHAT IS

SUPPORT THE HOME PAPER
CAN INSPIRE

HIMSELF AND EVERYBODY
IN THE STORE
The man who advertises now is accomplishing
a great many things. First, he is securing a deserved
advantage over his competitors who do not advertise. Besides this, he is setting an example to the
business world of courage and optimism. His advertising is saying to his fellow men: "I know not

"The shortest road to success."

Artemus Ward

Sir Thomas Lipton

"A business, not a chance.'

half-hearted-

ly

was

the

home paper

2. When you grew up and graduated at the head of your
about
class the home paper again gave you a nice write-u- p

it

Lord

Macaulay

"The

steam

of

business

machinery."
W. E. Gladstone

"An enormous power and the

best substitute for the mint."

3. When later you found your life companion and were
happily married the home paper gave you and your bride a
free complimentary account of the affair.
4. When sickness and misfortune invaded your home, the
sad news was distributed among your friends and relatives
through the medium of the home paper.
in life or had been
5. When you have been successful
promoted to some inportant position, perhaps it was the home

paper that heralded your ability.
6. If you sold out and removed to some other location, the
home paper followed and brought the news from friends and

what others may do, but as for me and my house,
I'm sick of sitting around waiting. I'm going ahead!"
Of equal and sometimes greater importance
is the fact that advertising has a reflex action. It
makes the advertiser himself feel better. Every
body in the store is bound to take new heart at this
evidence of positive effort. Everybody is about fed
up with deflation, hard time9, retrenchment, cancellations, closed factories, and calamity howling.
For almost a year we've been
crying, "Let's go !" But conditions were overwhelmingly against us until recently. Things are different
now. This time let us say "Let's go !" and really go !

it

Because when you were born
introduced you to the world.

1.

that

DON'T SHOOT THE EDITOR!
YOU MAY NEED HIM
Don't shoot the editor you may need him next
week, counsels the Sedgwick (Kan.) Pantagraph,
explaining: "A town without a newspaper is a freak,
a wonder, not to say a misnomer, yet in many instances a newspaper is the least appreciated of any
institution in the place. It is taken as a matter of
course, like the sunshine."

neighbors.
7. When some unscrupulous person tried to injure your
character, it was the home paper that came to your aid.
8. Because the home paper boosts your town and its institutions, its people, its schools, and churches, and helps to
promote good fellowship throughout the community.
9. Because the live merchants advertise their most attractive goods and best or lowest bargains in the home paper,
which if bought may save you many dollars.

hi

m
m

10. And last, when you are finally laid away to rest in
your silent grave the home paper donates much space in giving
your relatives and friends a complete history of your past life,
extolling your excellent qualities and passing over many human
frailties.

AO --ART

WANT ANYTHING?
If you want anything or have
anything anybody else wants,
why not place a "Want Adv."
in our "Want Adv. Column?"

GOING TO BUILD?

A HOUSE

Your local paper will help
you sell or buy anything you
want.

A GARAGE
A BARN or
Do a Little Repairing?

All "Want Advs." are cash
in advance. Count 6 words to
the line, and pay 10 cents per
line each insertion.

Contractor can have this
space he needs it in his business A number of buildings
are being planned.
A

CHARLES AUSTIN BATES SAID:

THE POWER OF THE PRINTED WORD

DOES IT PAY TO ADVERTISE?

Pictures mould these abstract ideas
into concrete visualizations, with the
warmth and color and form of life; clarify the messages so that even those who
stop to glance, may comprehend.

There are still a few good people in the world
oeLit- T
V tuauvci
,lnartiaa''
nnon.
uutD
Does it pay to FERTILIZE the LAND does it
PAY to EXERCISE your GIFT of SPEECH does it
"AY to EAT BREAD?
..... .
lertlJizme is to soil what speech is to
UNDERSTANDING what food is to the BODY,
advertising is to BUSINESS!
The value of advertising is now almost universally conceded
were this not so, there is no dearth.
,JCBBCS
WIi0 W1JJ ieJ1 you xnat
a'"
LIVERS THE GOODS.
.
!
J
ls a RECOGNIZED,
ESTABTToUiVVsme
LISHED, FORTIFIED FEATURE OF THE TIMES
it hflS PTiOVPM TTC CTTVrco mv t tit i
About everybody now believes that it pays to
advertise but some who approve the
IDEA,
hesitate to apply it to THEMSELVES. general
I am a believer in
advertising, all right for the
other fellow but would
it PAY" ME?
to this is if your calling is
answr
J
catt
you are
in a business that
would stand to GAIN by engaged
KNOW about
letting
people
a
It, then that business .on uc x
vi rAnor.
'
nui i i .nuu
tised
To be snro Tirvf AiTAwi.
u ;;rirlv
,iv. j
vvw io luuii particular case, but you can safely
vAv vtf? aorth-tha- t
thre is A RIGHT WA1

"WORK THEM HARD"
terminus of a Third Avenue elevated road
The down-towis exactly opposite the entrance to an East. Eiver bridge. As
one comes down the stairway from the elevated, or tomes out
of the bridge entrance, he is mot by a number of newsboys,
each one crying his paper, and at the same time holding out
bis hand in the hope of receiving the paper with which you
are re
are through. These papers aro cither sold again
turned to the newspaper office as unsold copies.
There is as much difference in the methods of these newsboys as there is in those of business men who advertise. Some
of the boys push to the frort and seem to catch the eye of
almost everybody. There is another kind cf ley, who rtands
a little In the background, but who still reaches out his hand.
Out on the edge are some of the smaller, weaker and less
energetic boys, and beyond thera are some who take no interest
in the proceedings at all, who receive few papers and sell few,
The boy who asks oftenest and keeps mrst persistently in
the foreground is the boy who gets the most pspers.
The advertiser who keeps his business prominently before
people and asks persistently and often for their trade is the one
who will get the most business. The man who is nearly as
energetic will get the business that is left, and the one who
stands around on the edge, with his bands in his pockets, may
very reasonably and justly expect to get "what the boy shot at"
Advertisine. reduced to its lowest terms, is merely asking
twonla for their trade. That's all there is of it. A business man
wants trade in some particular line. If it is a good line, and
if he understands it and runs his business properly, it is only
a question of asking enough people and asking them often. In
the dull season, when only comparatively few people are
buvinir anything, the advertising effort should be increased as
the number of possible buyers decreases. It is easier to sell $10
worth of roods among a thousand people than it is to sell that
much among one hundred people. If there are only one hundred
to work on, work them hard.
n

tr

Just as the sun, the great source of
power on earth, radiates heat and light,
so the printed word sows broadcast
thoughts as essential to the advancement
of civilization as the sun's rays are to
existence.
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was lying on the sofa with the doors
wide open, nnd every soul on that floor
had gone but me! That's what
people
do for Innocence in
distress, Mr.
Featherliend.
"So, you see, that's why I'm taking
my holidays early, and, ns for the pictureswhat's that? Ilo'g remembered
anotner engagement? What an extraordinary young man I I never saw any
one walk so quickly."

What's
One to Do?
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millS

Section IS, Township 1:5 N., will be accented fur
.
.l- than 'inr'r
Ranee 8 W.. N. M. P. M urirfmn htm per M feet B. M
" nicnuuey
N
meu notice ot intention to make three Permitted to bid who has nor
prior
DELAF1ELD
Br CLARA
,
,
"""""m tmuu to me nine sec lor sale aeposited with the The National Bank of Gallup,
uinu uunve uescnDeu, betore U. S. Commissioner or his mront in knn,
a corporation,
Commissioner, at Grants, Valencia of the sale the sunt of $.100.00 to cover
Ctprriftt, 1111. Waatem Newayaper Union.
Plaintiff,
N.
Co.,
M., on the 7th day of Septemcosts ot advertising and incidental exvs.
No. 1894.
"Do I think I'd care to go to the
ber, 1922.
and as part payment on pur- uert U. Kiehards and
penses
!
I
Mr,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sure,
chase price of said timber. Deposits
picture
Odessa Richards,
But if 1 couldn't see
dot on tbem.
isnndoval, of San Mateo, of unsuccessful
bidders will he re.
Defendants.
N. M.;
Luciano Martines,
of San turned but the successful bidder's de
you're a perfect gentleman I should
Th Gauche Girl.
N.
NOTICE
ADVERTISING
Mateo,
OF SPECIAL MASTER'S
KATES !
M.; Ignacio Martinez, of posit will be held and annlied in rmv- tfcank you kindly uud plead another
Per S Dolnt brum Una. 1A
Senator Hiram Johnson said In an on
SALE.
uaieo,
tierutin Martinez, ment of advertising expenses and on
enpgement, since I've ouly known you
Countinc i wank nr IIml Cmk arat
auuress in Washington:
of San Mateo, N, M.
first payment for said timber. One
ordtr, and ba cwvful to pay for al
these two days that I've been staying
is hereby given that bv vir company
inMitiou wantoiL
"State papers of International ImA. M. BE ROE RE,
third of the amount offered hv th tueNotice
of a decree of the Court dated
it toe 'Belvedere.'
Rttrist?r successful bidder must be paid at time 1 Hp 10th
port should be very
worded.
. Taking my holidays early?
Well
day of July. 1922. in the FOR SALE Fine Indian Tradinf
i
nun Mien successiui Didder
Every effort should be made not to give (1550) 5t. 5 to
Feather-heato.
Mr.
bad
l'ou
I
see,
C8U8e'
yes,
will be required to enter inFo Ten
TX IS
A"?.
store, stone buildings, corrals,
offense. Yet some of our diplomats
f
I only graduated last winter
tract
for
the
engine, well of water, ten acraa nnrW
providing
the
of
cVrtain
payment
Teal
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Beem to me to he as gauche In these
u "of tha
balunee m equal payments in
cultivation.
mllea from
Twenty-fiv- e
very strictly brought up, I wan, and
U. S.
matters ns the little girl who sul.J Department of the Interior,
It was a dreadful day when my fatGallup. A bargain. Disaolving part- W!fh
DhIlicnS
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
to
the
doctor:
that
Address Albuquerque. Ntw
her's death made It necessary for me
ami Odessa Richards, his wife as nership.
i:i'- uiy
'Here's the remains of the medl- made m advance of cutting, no tmJ
Mexico.
P. O. Box 373.
Notu-to go Into the business world. I'm all
is her,hv criv-l,.f P:,.t.n..l
mortraltta
cine you gave grnn.lrmp. .lfor. He's H. Bloomfield, of
Z be rat,
The National Bank of
sJone In the world except for Sister
Raman, N. M who
as FOR RENT
GauP,
house furnish
dead, and mamma thomrht v,n n.i,.hi!nn Anriio 1017 m.i.. a.i.i u.. '..1 j na.ve bt'en mde
i
Nancy, and she's, well, she's peculiar,
with
Com
wood, lights and water
to
want
it
on
iiso
ul10''"?
No.
the undersigned included.coal,
0:11524, for NW',; SW'iDn
Entry,
somebody else.'"
Mr. Featherheud,
and we'll let It go
Infuiro t 606 Maloney ava
v..w
,i
Jonn , rmn nni van. nv rha
j ... The
at that.
s .
missioner nr Huh u Lands.
right
court,
Master
to
Special
appointed
MAP:
to reject any and al bids is reserved. 0L0
"lou see, there are girls who can
"A"
LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
...n .l- .
FOR SALE
,v....n, u,,.-- tutu iiMiii-t- ui mtenLi)n'
5
Buick, good condl.
make their way In business life, but
n. a.
a?
i::
to make three vear Proof, to pstnh
uu
tion. l'hone li)3,
"cicm
ufnunueu
in Bam
1
ujr
r
Li'
,,.,.;....
ot runuc Lanas,:reai p.i.f
I soon found I wasn't one of them.
commissioner
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
n
lish claim to the land above described,
lAUIlliil
tit
-e
,rtffn0.o a.
1
to
If you've got passuble good looks and Department of the
"satWacUon o' the h.d". FOR SALE New cook stove and set
U. S net, ire U. S. Commissioner, at 'tanuih. ( 154,1 )
,aw
Interior.
Lund Office at Santa Fe, X,
of dishes: Inquire of T. F. Red
some style, you've either got to debase
mont
heretofore rendered in the above
McKinley Co., N. M., on the 7th d.iv
of September, 1122.
In the District Court Within and for entitled cause, together with a judg mond, Gibson, bouse No. 26.
July 28, l!22.
yourself or get out. I studied stenogr.Notice is hereby given that Albert
Claimant names as witnesses
the County of McKinley and
ment ior insurance, attorney s lees,
aphy, and I got a posltllon with
M. Butler, ot Uallup, N. M., wh), on
O. b. Lewis, F. A.
court costs and' all expenses of the POSITION
WANTED
Mate of ISew Mexico.
& Co., the
Brummell
Merrill, Jim
Experienced
firm
export
March aoth, 1921, made Knlarged Nelson, J. F. Mean, all of
and efficient
said
Demetrio
Special Master, nnd all as more
Baca,
stenographer and
P.amah,
No? I shouldn't Homestead
d'you know them?
M.
now
No.
N.
bookkeeper,
oDen
OMfi.'M,
for mmm.
for
Entry,
fully appears from the files and recPlaintiff,
think you would, Mr. Featherheud,
13
WVa, Section 24, Township
vs.
A. M. BERGERE,
No. 1920. ords in the said and above entitled and nients. References. Address: S. P.
N.,
because I can see you're not their
w.
Box
numbered
O.
P.
V.
and
M.
Lena
Herald,
387.
w.,
Meridis
Buckman Baca,
the undersigned
cause,
Kange
Register.
style
ian, has filed notice of intention (1561) 5t.
Defendant.
to
Special Master will, on the 22nd day
"Would you believe me, I hadn't tion to make three year proof, to es- NOTICE OF SI IT TO THE ABOV E of August, 1322, at the hour of 10:00
ROOMS
Good transient
o'clock A. M., at the front door of the Santa Fe Hotel, one
ben there three days before young tablish claim to the land above de- - In
NAMED DEFENDANT.
block north nt
the District Court Within and for
courthouse
Gallun.
McKinlev
at
Conn.
Lena
Mr. Brummell asked me why I looked scribed, hefore U. S. Commissioner, at
Buckman
You,
Baca, the above
.
..
.
Harvey House, $1 and up per day, $$
.r.'the County of McKinley and
.1
r
New
'
named
to
Mexico,
on
sell, subject
so aour. 80 I told him a
defendant, are hereby notified
per week,
rate, single, at 118,
respectable uaiiup, ivtctviniey Lounty, in. jh.,
State of New Mexico.
suit has been filed by the aboe proval and confirmation by the Court, or doublemonthly
at $25. Most home-liftrl had to look sour In business, or the 4th day of September, l'J22.
The Gallup State Bank,
to the hiirhest bid- names
named
Claimant
nnd
as
public
now
nluintiff
is
witnesses.
npmliniriat
vendue,
place in Gallup.
Irst thing she knew some man would
a corporation,
Fred Carr, of Gallup, N. M.: Man-so- n
against the above named defendant in ('er or cash, all of the property
bt presuming. Then he suld lie didn't
Plaintiff,
in
and
afore-tas
covered
N.
the
of
of
M.:
d
District
Mrs.
Jones,
Court
by
Gallup,
McKinley
vs.
mind my looking sour If I knew how to Manson
No. 1921.
PROFESSIONAL.
State nf New Mexico, sjii.l unit mentioned real estate morteace. for
Jones, of Gallup, N. At.; Sam Lee
Brazos,
tne
pell, sad apart from that would I Danoff, of Gallup, N. M.
of
satisfaction
said
the
1920
on
numbered
docket
of
the
being
judgment
Defendant.
heretofore rendered in said cauae, to-said court.
try taking his notes in longhand, beA. M. BERGERE,
iJiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimuR?
OF SUIT,
cause I could do it faster.
r,lut tho
objects, of Snid (rather with the mdgnient for insur- Register.
Annvp
.
vVme-icourt
5
fromiani-'ecosts
and
8uit
fnr
to
are
fees,
5t.
an
divorce
"I swallowed that, and nert
absolute
attorney's
kiJ
day he (1549)
t.MiANT:
the f.bove namei defendant on the!" the expenses of the Raid Special
uked me what I mean't by presumimasier m connection with tho said
of abandonment.
ng and I said that Innocent business In the D.strut Court VVithm and for, defendant are hereby notified that gnu-lidDENTIST
ale. the said property described in
Vou are further notified that
ot
girls were always In danger of
(
and
the
.
filed
been
the
has
. i.
h
ounty
suit
bv
t... i
McKinley
nhovp
Over
Wurm's
being
5
i
inn,
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Jewelry Store
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'
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viiu ruiri nr lauM' in
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Mked out to tea
..m...
uiiu i.i miw penning v,
by men. and then
Gallup, N. M.
in said cn.iso, on or moirgage neing more particularly
piuiiinii above
appearance
The
McKinley County Bank,
named defend-- j before the 11th dav of Sent mb.'r,l'lcribed as follows,
tliey had to give up their Jobs or lose
against you, the
Lots num.
a corporation,
ant, in the District Court of McKinley' 12, judgment will' be rendered inhered nine 9) and ten (10) in Block iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihihhI
mar
Mr. Brummell suld
New
Plaintiff,
Mexico, said suit being ;saij CttUHe
lis was
twenty-fiv(25) of the
glad to know, and wouldn't It
aKajnst yu by default and numbered
No. 1 too. numbered 1921 on the Docket of said the
vs.
b
Railroad Addition to the Town of Gal- relief nraved for will he
better to make print letters, so I J. F.
F. W. WURM
and
Bessie
Clark
Clarke,
Court.
iu ItlO. New Mexico, as Hiirveved
anil
Tii.i ni,n,u nf nlalnfiff'u
could read them afterward.
And that
husband and wife, Tuny Kauz-larithe objects of said suit are fori
that
A1-- i Platted by H. C. Nutt nnd filed for
whose
Post
Office
Examined
Denny,
and Glasses Fitted
Eyes
fwy afternoon, when he'd been rend-tFrank Kauzlaric, J. J.
tne purpose ot ttie above named plain- - jn-s- j. is Gallup, New Mexico.
record m the office of County Clork
through a batch of letters I'd typed
Chittenden and Nora Chittenden,
tiff obtaining from you the above
recorder of the County
Witness my hand and official seal and
by Specialist
for him, be
Defendants.
named defendant, judgment in the at (jnllUn. New Mexico, this 22nd
suddenly turned round
with all the
together
day of McKinley,
.
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i.
sad asked me would I come
.,.,! no
.1.
n,,
OF
NOTICE
NEW MEXICO.
SPECIAL
MASTER'S
GALLUP,
i
iiuniiii-iout to ten
mi ij.n sum i,i
f juiy
I'JzZ
upjiu i leniuices inereunco ocionging,
with hlmf
SALE.
r. r PAfRP
The amount of the judemont ri
Eighty Seven and
($787.50)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Dollars, together with interest thereon
Idered in said cause is the sum of two
Tm not the kind to take a dare, so
Clerk District Court
under and by virtue of an order of at tne rate ot 10',v, per annum from!
I told him I was
McKinley County, New Mexico, thousand eight hundred and seven dol- through and came the court, dated the 21st day of July, the 31st
of
llirs am' fifty-seve- n
cents ($2807.57),
December, 1921, and (Seal of District Court).
day
ay.
After that I had an awful
in the above entitled and num- together with the further sum of 10
an(l tnB interest due thereon to the
to
(l!i41) 4t.
uae,. but by and by I got a Job with 1922,
bered cause, which is a suit or action of said principal and interest as atdate of this said sale is the sum of
envelope concern Smith & Co. wherein the above named plaintiff
two hundred ninety-sevedollars and
torney's fees, all as made and proloa wouldn't know
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e
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sixty-onNOTICE
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I
and
recovered
in
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can
McKinley County Bank Building
see
cents ($207.61)
that certain promissory note
them,
judgment
sought
that,
F.
OF
in
THE
CREDITORS
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the
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BENEFIT
The
the complaint
Clarke,
defendants, J.
above entitled
against
Special Master reserves tho
Would you believe me, after I'd and Bessie Clarke, in the sum of numbered cause described, and for the
AM I)
Md'ICK OK HEAKIMi .right to continue tho said sa o from
CALLUP, NEW MEXICO
AND TO MAKE AND FILE
hour to hour or from day to day as
working there two weeks I found Eight Hundred ($800.00) Dollars, to- further purpose of foreclosing thnt
in
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the
be
OF
thereon
chattel
with
at
his opinion may
interest
certain
bunch of flowers on
mortgage securing the
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my desk one gether 10
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per annum, from the Hith payment of said promissory rote and TO THE CREDITORS AND PER- - necessary,
WDlng from young Mr.
Smith, whom
SONS
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this
even
Dated
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HOLDING
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date therewith,
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day
j worked for. They were ragweeds. an
additional
amount of Eighty 1 4th day of February, 1921, such
ALAiiNoi
kulmmuu, ur at uallup, .New Mexico.
looked up
ragweeds In the Language ($80.00) Dollars, as attorney's fees mortgage having been, on the 14th
JOHN J. IJMMONS.
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO:
"lowers, but they weren't
You and each of you are hereby
given, and all court costs of the herein cause dav of February, 1021, at the hour of
Special Master.
Osteopathic Physician
I couldn't find out
o'clock P. M., filed for record and notmed tnat tne undersigned, u
Just bow much and tho charges of the Receivership2-4Urst publication Julv 22, 1922.
Mr.
of
mentioned
above
Publication
Smith
of
the
Last
a
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One, page
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No.
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interest
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days,
same
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principal,
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attorney's
B,iBeu lu iub purpose
hi ot an
t
heated uo. and finally con. time and in the manner hereinafter; fees, and costs of the herein cause
21st, and the 22nd day all of the
.
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that the Arm was
that! month of August, 1922, at the. office
are
And
further
notified
said
is
which
you
directed,
judgment
going
ADMINISTRATOR
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
he coul(io't afford to
31st day of July, 11)22, the unless you enter or cause to be en- - oi tne mercnams nan, at. irauup, m
marry dated the
on the 5th tered, your appearance in said cause, the County of McKinley, State of New
Pastor of The Methodist Church
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY
twenty years or so, and every one undersigned Receiver will,
GIVEN,
All claimants who fail to that the
hour on or before the 11th day of Sentcm Mexico.
Residence 300 8rd Street.
,ng' but he was SM8 me day of September, 1922, at the
undersigned has been aph?
of 10:00 o'clock A. M., at the front ber, 1922, judgment will be rendered attend at the place designated and pointed administrator of the partnerPhone No. 288.
? Prlvate'y. and I could take two
the McKinley County Court in said cause against you by default, lay before the assignee the nature and ship composed of the above named At Home in
door
of
the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M.
th! ,,.Balary becaU8e 1 was smarter
demands
shall
be
amount
their
of
will
in
pre
the
be
relief
New
and
for
Mexico,
at
prayed
House,
Gallup,
Granville
and W. B.
the rest of the
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
cluded from any participation or bene- - decedent, heretofore Brock,
girls.
obedience to the said judgment and irmnfcprt.
Johnson,
doing business
"Wl. after that
r ai
At Your Service At AU Hours.
order of sale, sell to the highest bid-- j The name of plaintiff's attorney is! fit in said estate, subject to the
under the style and firm name of
C. Denny, whose Post Office ad-- 1 visions of Section 302 of the
familiarity from my next der for cash, the following- described
Brock & Johnson, and under the style
HIa name was Peters know land and real estate,
piled Laws of 1915, of the State of and firm name of the Elk Barber
is Gallup, New Mexico.
lxts
MARTIN A CHAPMAN,
New Mexico.
WT tou
C. M. ROUSE,
(45)
(44), and Forty-fiv- e
in the County of McKinley and
wouldn't, Mr. Featherhead Forty-fou- r
have Shops,
IN
I
WITNESS
"
WHEREOF,
Sub
District
I.
Ford
H.
Clerk,
the
Court,
.
of
in
Block
"E"
New
of
Mexico, and that all
Attorneys-At-La"'"a'ng an office downtow- nI
set my hand this lbth day State
to the Town of Gallup, as
McKinley County, New Mexico.! hereunto
persons having claims against said
i,f .hil 10.99
. .1. 1 8 lne aidress away, and I division,
is surveyed and platted of (Seal of District Court).
same
the
will
OFFICES:
partnership
present the same to
L. N. CARY,
.nIy slrl tllere- There was record, also Eleven (11) feet and four First Publication, July 29th, 1922.
h old Ml.
the said surviving partner, W. B.
Petflrs ,n tf)e room w(th
Assignee.
1922.
Last
19,
Publication,
Iwo
August
numbered
Lot
inches
of
his
of
at
business
z),
(4)
Johnson,
in
. nd
place
Gallup, New Mexico.
you bet I
First Publication, July 22, 1922.
to
my eye on him and all of Lots numbered Three (3), (1542) 4t.
the town of Gallup, New Mexico.
. Last
m matchingkepta mouse.
1922.
Publication, August 12,
Four (4), Five (5), and Six (0) in
W, B. JOHNSON,
to
(1523) 4t.
C'B were roeus abend Block "N" of the Sunnyside Addition
Administrator,
DR. E. PARK SELLARD
MEXICO
NEW
OF
STATE
'foni the wav he'd i.mt,
u.. .... to the Town of Gallup, New Mexico,
to
(1521) 4t.
Notice for Publication.
'
on
file
,
I nllln'f gun 1.1
to
thereof
the
Registered Optometrist
plat
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
State Timber Sale.
TCe
sure according
eoon8n there
in the office of the County Clerk and
United
No. 1934.
Sale
of
Latest
the
Interior,
'
Equipment for Properly Teat
Department
"Hb ....... .
Recorder of the County of
" u"cu l stand over
States Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
Notice is hereby given that pursu
ing Eyes
PROFESSIONAL
me when I
of
and
New
Mexico,
State
McKinley
M., July 7, 1922.
ant to tne provisions oi law anu reg,
typis, with u ,
lls
POST0FF1CE
BUILDING
the
and
all
with
singular
together
Notice is hereby given that Charles
ulations of the State Iand Office, the
u.iM
r.i.n.u
lands, tenements, hereditaments and villi
r
.,
,, ... Hagerdon, of Gallup, N. M., who, on
. om .i,,i,i;
ani;:vT,,:r':l,nn,i,,rst!11':1
M.
D.
,iuu,,,u,
W.
M.
SHERIDAN,
im.T.iuin
iiyv
wnen 11: appurtenances thereunto belonging to offep for
gae at bic nut.tln to the June 11, 1921, made Homestead Entry,
Practice Limited to:
M. M. ELLISON
' or in anywise appertaining, and the highest and best bidder at 0 o clock No. 0.KI997, for Lots 3, 4, EV4 SWU
ton ,8""t'1""1 "" K",,''
Gen to-- Urinary Disease
and
reversion, reversions, remained or re- A. M.. on October 16, 1922, in the and SE14, Section 30, Township 12
DENTIST.
Diseases of the Skin
tllat llls IJISitIl fol mainders, rents, issues and profits town of Gallup, County of McKinley, N Range 18 West, N. M. P. Meridian,
BM La
In
Connection
Waseerman
thereof.
to
Laboratory
make
Gallnp Clinic.
State of New Mexico, at the iront has filed notice of intention
"npontrolloble. nnd
let
D. W. BONTEMS,
866
"HONE
of the three year proof, to establish claim
court
the
of
all
door
house,
12 A. M, 1 to
Cre."tn tlmt
to
Honrs:
half
tin
P. M.
.ulit
Receiver. dead timber
Citizens Bank Building
cto or the
standing and down and to the land above described, before U.
and Evening
by Appoint
Sundays
building Into the (1572 ) 4t.
room.
to
N.
S.
M.,
all green timber having a diameter
Commissioner, at Gallup,
. meat.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
of 12 inches or more inside the bark on the 22nd day of August, 1922.
osttlrlf? .D?, 016 8tr"BK"ng with the
New Meilee.
folClaimant
Gallnp,
witnesses:
as
on
names
the
the
three feet from
butt,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ynu 1 worked his face
for h imT
EDMUND R. FRENCH
George Phelps, of Cousins, N. M.;
the Interior, U. S. lowing described land:
of
Department
there was some talk of
Archie Phelps, of Cousins, N. M.;
fund Office at Santa Fe, N. M ,
Ntt, SWK, Ntt SE14, Section John
RUIZ
OVERSON
24, T. 11 N., R. 16 W, N. M.
Starriett, of Cousins, N. M., Member Bar: Lawyer Court United
ltiiir,P. U'eman' but ,ne middle July 28, 1922.
Attoraera-At'L- a
Supreme
Robert Starriett, of Cousins, N. M.
P M
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
States, 8uprerae Court of New
A. H. BERGERE.
There is estimated to be 350,000
Practice in
you Martinez of San Mateo, N. Mcx who,
Courti
Mexico.
on Oct. 2, 1919, made Homestead En- feet, board measure, of timber avail
Register.
A
to
bids'
Kaw
KS
ilexico
OtflM:
Coal
6t
land.
No
on
Art:
(1613)
able
said
for cutting
try, No. 037927, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, and
.
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f
drivea m that tfet) outiAe)
aa Ik dft of tfct Pvr-la-g;
aad abaoat krae4Utel7 aoaw of
tka aacttoaa betas ta fail. Ttli waa
tbe teetJona wara of Ugbt
tjperted,
warign and intended to dcoMDitrat
tka futility of aurb ranatructloD.
Tbe wad will bt ubjected to number of text under tba deetructlrt)-pounding of tbe trucks, and It It
Informa- perted that much valuable

win

wheats w

KOST THRIUJK3 OF SPORTS
g

u

"
'';:-,:;.-

;.

'

Ouriitsortment of
Tcbk Ghssware is

'

,. v:.;

'

the Mollycoddle.

One of tbe most thrilling of all
Armed wltb
porta . Is pig sticking.
bamboo spear some
a
seven or eight feet long, and mounthorse, tbe
ed on a fart,
waits outside a patch of
covert until the beaters' cries announce
that a wild boar has gone away. He
acthen gallops after the quarry,
companied by several other riders all
Intent on winning the honor which
goes to the "first spear."
The Indian boor Is a large and
powerful beast, standing some 40
inches In height, and armed with
formlduble tusks, which he uses to
He is the craftiest
good purpose
f animals and the finest of fighters.
After hliu go the sportsmen. They
have no chance of aliening mm lor
tome time, for in his first burst the
any horse. At
"Pig" will
last one rider, drawing away from the
rest, gets within slicking distance
Quick ns lightning the boar "jinks,"
r Jumps to one side.
Next moment horse and rider are
struggling on the ground, for piggy
has charged hard and true, throwing them both. If help Is not at band
be will wound or even kill bis antag- -

(Congregational)
LEWIS A. STARK, Minister

well-traine- d

service."
"Worship is preparation for with a
9:45, junior church worship
fine motion picture film.
claRses for
10, church school, with
all aces, H. H. Beeson, superintendent.
elseIf your children are not going with
where, we invite them to enroll
wonder
us. It has been said: "We
who profess to love their
whv
parents
. ,T.i5-

i

prices.
v.

-

.

Let Us Show You

- .n

tn

"JihiBni
It is
!"bSrXioii
-

iVvm

ffrow

UD

a bad
A our
and into
youth all secular knowledge
v:v
tbeir laps lana ana niontj.
send them out into life
BBI11V Hm
without any moral Daium vi
j,, to pour into the minds

.battles'

Say it with flowers

L. G. OHANIOIN

Sub-grad-

Furniture

CHwar

NOTICE OF VACCINATION
School Children of McKinley
County.
4.
.

Public notice ia hereby given
to parents that all children be
tween the age or bix ana sax

ten

vea.rs. who have not pre
been successfully vaccinated, must be vaccinated
before being
"against small-po-x
admitted to school.
Attention is directed to Sections 28, 29, Chapter 85, Laws
of 1919, which provide penal- ties for failure to comply with

TESTING

BOOM IN MATERIAL

Viousfy

.

these instructions.
"
Vaccination may be done by
any licensed physician, the
school nurse, or the County
. Health Officer.
Parents are advised to have
all children vaccinated on or
before the fourth day of Sep
tember, as the law will be rig
idly enforced.
'
H. W. BROSE.
County Supt. of Schools.

LIGHT-EDGE-

tarn

Section! of Bates Experimental
Read Break Under Trsffte of
Light Trucks.

0?rfnd

'

ROADS FRIABLE

D

y

iht
C

Vnltsd Statw Department
Airlralliira.l

Increase In Facilities Haa Grown
idly In Past Fsw Years in
Different States.

The great boom In highway buildfederal-aiing which bos come since the
act of 1016 has led to an Increase
In the facilities for testing highway

materials. The bureau of public roads
of tbe United States Iepartnient of
all
Agriculture keeps In touch with
laboratories which test material for
fedoral-alroads and reports thut the
number has grown from a scattered
few In 1016 to at least one In every
state with two exceptions. They are
distributed as follows: State highway
department laboratories 20, university s
laboratories 27, and commercial
21. a total of 08.
Conditions have become such that It
Is practically a necessity for each
state to have means of quick testing
In order not to delay work. In passare
ing on materials the laboratories
niunt
roads
idea
that
the
governed by
be constructed with materials clone nt
hand wherever possible and give assurance for the use of such material
where It Is suitable.
labor-atorle-

ROAD DESIGNATED

Rome of tWe lighter sections of the
Bates experimental road fulled under
tba trwfllc of light trucks driven along
tbe edge of tbe surface on the first
day of the teat The road, which whs
especially constructed fur the expert-Motnow being conducted by the
Mate highway department of Illinois
In
with the bureau of
asjblle roads. United States Depart-Ban- t
of Agriculture, la two miles lung
aad conslsta of numerous sections of
different types of construction.
On March 80, the day the road was
opened for the tests, 12 trucks with
bodies removed to make a load of
WOO pounds on each rear wheel were
started on trips, which will continue
With Increasing loads until the suitability of each, tjrpe Is determined. The
a

Rap-

BY NUMBER

Method Officially Adopted
New England 6tatet to Replace
Color Syttem.

New

by

The new method of designating
highways hy numhers, ofllclnliy adopted by the New England states to rereplace the color hand system, la
Winn
markable for Its simplicity.
comfully curried out It will provide a
plete ami comprhensive plan possible
of extension throughout the country.
The number have ulreudy been assigned to most of the muin trunk
routes by the highway commissioners

Ontario, Canada, Is
nickel producer.

the

greatest

It

will

pay you to pay us to pay your Fire

,

R

.....
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Weekly News.
MONDAY

Repeating
"I!
MATRIMONY

A FAIL-

URE?"
TUESDAY

Charles Rav in
"THE DELCE OF SPADES."
Buwter Keaton Comedy,

"THE PALEFACE."
WEDNESDAY

Repealing
"THE DEUCE OF SPADES."

the vear.)

THE LEATHER PUSHERS.'
Prices 26 and 60 cenU.
FRIDAY
Repenting
"TURN TO THE RIGHT" and
"THE LEATHER PUSHER;;
Gladys Walton in
SATURDAY
"THE TROUPER."
.Torch y Comedy,
HOLDUr."
. "TORCHY'S
WEEKLY NEWS.

AT THE PARK SUNDAY
CHARLIE CHAPLIN and JACKIE

COOK AN

in "THE KID"

INSURANCE

1936

QAi

2223&.M.H28
IN 1936
Will you be able to look back over the past and y
to yourself that you have consistently put a part of your

salary in the bank?
It is much easier to save while you are young and
earning the fruits of youth.
There comes a time in almost every person's lift
when a bank account represents the difference between
now by
happiness and misery. Prepare for this time
and
depositing
income
cent
of
10
your
per
saving at least
it here.
Your account need not be large to be welcome.
This bank's officers will be glad to welcome you
here, and to assist you in financial matters.

GALLUP STATE BANK
"Teach

your dollars to have more cents."

man-eaters-

8--

DEMOCRATIC

CONSISTENCY

The senate, alarmed Democratic ed- itfvra Tininlnin is nhnnt. In out si fjiriff
on citrus fruits, which, these same ed
itors should rememher, was earnestly
advocated by Mr. James M. Cox for
campaign purposes in 1920. Detroit

rree rress.

l......,
o

f

irnt,.-,I.'

T,.4V,

Pur,

n.l1374. for loll

,

MUM,'

C.tinn

A

Fiith

Alexander
the Hebrews bod learned tol
llkf It. He bad It cultivated In Greece
nnd Kve it a food to bis troops, in
the belief thut It excited, martial ar- dor. Whosoever wishes to preserve,
his health, says an undent saw,
should eat every uiornlnjr, before
hniikfiist. young onions and honey !,
Rut thiH lines not found Ike a very
tempting preservative.
Asia Is sold to be the native home
of tbe RspiiriiKtis. Yet the Romans
it with sticli marvelous
cultivated
Ihet the stalks raised nt
micro
Ravt-nnare suld to bnve weit-'bethreo (iwinds en'h, and we are asked
to believe tint the African variety,
grow n in Libya, reached a height of
twelve feet. New York Herald.

J
,

ft
I

t.

Uon

emotion."

Science) and

Invea

I

"
of San
John Tucker, rfW

New Wexoco;
.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mew Wexico; nm"
of the Interior, U. S. water,
Department
of Thoreau, N
Elias
Montoya,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Aug. 9, 1922.
A. M. BEBOgJ
Notice is herehv (riven that Per- Ifecto Sandoval, of San Mateo, N. M.,
to
wno, on June 11, ivzz, made Home- - (1594) 5t.

J

A

"

WATCH

CIAL
Sales and Real Bargains

Tuesday and Friday
!

k

ruiiin

EVERY

Advanced Methods.
thut young ThlnpniaJIpger person proposed to you yet 7"
"No, mamma, but don't worry ; he's
going to teach me to drive his car, and
If he doesn't grab me pretty soon I'll
Hurt for a dltcb." Richmond

"Has

petual

P."

intent'
ian, has filed notice of
mane tnree year
claim to the land above d8"17j
.
lore U. . wimmissiwicii "-rValencia Co., N. M., on the
of September, 1922.
Claimant names as wtneswi.

My Windows for

d

Batter Than Perpetual Chatter.
"This living with a genius is a little
trying," said tbe worried looking man.
"A Kenlus! Didn't know that you
bad one In your fuinlly."
"Ie, my wife; she's discovered per-

TOWH8fliP

S Wefit. N. M.

eev,eee

wlire

URE?"
"An Excellent Comedy."
Christie Comedy,
" Ti the Bull

''

pt-rso-

in Onion.
found the onion In Egypt,

THURSDAY
A Rex Ingram Production,
"TURN TO THE RKillf.''
(One of the best pictures of

losses.

McKINLEY COUNTY ABSTRACT &
Safa
Conservative INVE5 TMJblN I LU.

w

Had Much

SUN DAT
A PARAMOUNT SPECIAL,
"IS MATRIMONY A FAIL-

ABSTRACTS

REAL ESTATE

tuu

I?

FOR NEXT WEEK

Life

We appreciate your patronage and will be pleased to
have you consult us on any matter large or small,

on "An Aenul I lifht,
iy the pastor
'
the fourth in the series of .summer
time Diversion" sermon ser:c.
"Worth While" servic. Miss
Lewis will give the evenim? sermon
end then will be a film on "Africa.
invit o
The general public is corl-a!to any and all of these services.

t

REX THEATRE PROGRAM

but prove it with ' Aetna
'
insurance.

i

METHODIST CHURCH
Ills tusks, nine or ten inches In
JOHN W. HEN PRIX Pastor
length, he uses as chisels, ripping
and tearing wltb them in his fury.
Luckily, the second man Is close up,
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
and after a fierce fight the pig Is
fnr the Sundav services arc
speared. Here Is a form of sport that as follows, for 11 o'clock in the morn
anu
do one could accuse of tameness.
ing, "The Uncrowned mnce,
for 7:30 in the evening, "Wanted: A
Dreamer."
CARELESS FORMS OF SPEECH
Last Sunday there were eleven
good voices in the choir, and five
Inaccuracies That Have Com Into members were absent. The plan is
to have a chorus choir and the way
Use Through the Lack of a
to success is apparent.
I
Little Forethought.
On last lnursaay Mesaanies mmana
nemm
Geohnng
ierry
speaking, the order of ony,
Strictly
were hostesses to tne social meeiniK
speech should correspond with the se- of the Woman's missionary society.
quence of action, yet we speak of put- Mrs. J. M. Carman was leader of the
ting on our shoes and stockings, In- study period. At the end of the ses
stead of our stockings and shoes, says sion refreshments were servea u
London Answers.
thirty ladies. At this session the la
The some freak of speech applies to dies decided to have their weekly
private homes, tach lady
our gurujents. It is our "coat and meetings in with
her some fancy work
is to bring
est," which we say we are going to nJ tho
finisher! nrnducts are to be
our
be
should
It
on.
ObvlouKly,
to be given
put
the stock for a big bazaar
11
t Ht
"vest und coat."
m.
some time in tne lau. iirs. o.
inthe
which
made
bear
Mats are
Carman is to be hostess this week.
When
The pastor and wnfe and Mr. and
junction, "Wipe Your Feet."
will some manufacturer have thecour-niF- and Mrs. Terry drove out to Zuri vil
to issue muts with "Wipe Your lage Monday to tne Indian cei;ora- Boots?" Why Is It that we never smile tion. They found the roads good ana
enjoyed the different teats oi
greatly
at the "Wine Your Feet" request I
TKi
k Kn-narrtr - -a not
- " TittlPii. c r "r-w. uu, thut
.
up arc im nir- "to.. eaten iin
jfrom' i about
town
whole
Moon to
thp
Thins it out ann uie ex- the middle of the afternoon.
a train.
Also
Idea
It
the
as
dte
pression, Involving
they report that there has ken little
Is
of a pursuit. obviously silly.
or no rain.
gain, we say that we have "caught
a cold" when fur a fact we ought to
CHURCH OF THE HOLY
reverse the wall, and say that a cold
SPIRIT
us!
lias caught
(Episcopal)
I'osslbly the queerest freak speech
REV. A. J. G. DOWIE, Rector
of all Is the national greeting of "Howa
do you do?" As an Inquiry to
Holy communion, 8 a. m.
profiteer regarding his business methChurch school, 9:45 a. m.
ods, the query would have point, but
Morning peayer and sermon, 11 a.m.
an a health query It Is nonsense.
"English us she Is spoken" Is queer
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
stuff!
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Und Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Not All Sharks Are
Aug. 9, 1922.
.
Most
Not oil sharks are
Notice is hereby given that
Chavez de Garcia, of San Fidel,
who hnve fallen victim to
sharks have been eaten merely be- N. M who, on April 24, 1917, made
muse they happened to be at bund. homestead entry, No. 028320,7 for
Section 12, Township
N.,
J. C. Fell of the American museum ex- NV4,
Puntro 10 W K M P Murwlinn hun
amined the contents of the stomachs filed notice of intention to make three
of more than thirty tiger sharks.
year iToof, to estabiisn claim to tne
Mont of the sharks were from nine Innrl nltnva rlpttprihtiH hf.fnrp IT K
76
cent
and
to twelve feet long,
per
Commissioner, at Seboyeta, Valencia
of them had been eating such crea- uo., . in., on me zmn aay oi Septures as sea turtles, other sharks and tember, 1922.
t
Claimant names as witnesses:
large rays and porpoises. Thirty-eigh- smallT. H. Garcia, of Grants, N. M.;
per cent hud eaten a variety of
er creatures crubs, horseshoe crnbs, Lubcrto Gallegos of Grants, N. M.;
of San Fidel, N. M.j
miitkorel, shad and other fish and Frank Garcia, of
Grants, N. M.
one bod eaten a water bird. Six pel Felipe Trujillo
A. M. KtKtibKrJ,
cent, probably In their role of scavenRegister.
gers, Imd swallowed tbe bones of de (159C) 5t.
to
MifKlic ituinmlH: one shark contained,
anmng other innteriiil, beef bones nnd
Imir, und a second, which landed on
th. dock still tillve, vomited Severn k
small mnmrmil bones, among which
were the leg bones of three sheep.
the
sharks constituted
Ordinary
InrjM'st single Item of diet for the
tiger slmrks that Mr. Itell examined.
-.j

i

i

DUlst

Method of Obtaining Deflection and
Under
Deformation ef Pavement
e
Has Been ReLoad When
moved.
Uon will be gained for use In future
In addition to speroad construction.
cialists assigned to investigate soil
condition, temperature effects, nnd
other factors, five engineers are cos the
nstantly observing the effect
trucks continue their dully grind- - The
experiment, will continue until all the
sections have been thoroughly tested.

H

We have several well located residence and businea'
on good terms.
"Own your owa
properties for sale
home."

CHURCH IN CHRIST

steel-polote- d

l.

AS

INTEGRITY OF THE FIRM THAT SELLS

For Those Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

.

complete and is
priced at 1922

All DIVESTMENT IS AS GOOD

AIu.'OlL'CEIEIfTS

Not the Pom of Amusement That Would Appeal to

CAIMAN

